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Senate crushes 
Jnalldatory fee 
.. -:, "I '\ \ 
. Hy Ne~(C. H~g~n 
Once 'again the-·srudent ·senate 
has overwhelmingly opposed 
the administration, rejecting 
a mandatory fee to fund the 
building of two new recreational 
gyms during the renovations 
of the Field House and the Paul 
Sweet Oval. 
After a tense and emotional 
· debate Sunday, the senate vot~d. 
to reject a bill which proposed 
student fees to fund half of the_ 
additional costs of two new 
gymnasiums as part of the 
controversial Field House ren-
ovations. The bill specified that 
a new mandatory "UNH Field 
House Capital Improvement'' 
fee oi $8.00 be enacted, if 
approved, on the condition that 
President Gordon Haaland 
match the money generated 
with a loan from University 
reserves. 
The vote was nearly unanim-
ous. Only two Senators, Chris 
McLain, who represent~ Smith 
Hall, and Jennifer Turbine, 
representing McGlaughlin Hall, 
voting for the bill. Three sena-
tors abstained from voting. 
After -nearly two_ hours of 
debate and confused parlimen-
tary proceedure, a frustrated 
Student Body President Warner 
Jones, who co-sponsored the 
bill, jokingly asked, "Why am 
I here?" 
He then encouraged the Se-
nate to fail the bill. "We can fail 
this tonight, and if we feel our 
constituents want us to we can 
bring back a new proposal next 
Sunday."· 
Sunday's, Senate vote was the 
latest developme_nt in the on 
going confrontation between 
the Senate and the administra-
tion over the 1unding of two 
recreational gyms that are 
plarr'"'ned as part of the Field , 
House renovations. Last year 
the University received $3.8 
million dollars for renovations, 
but due ·to misjudged "guessti-
mates", this amount was insuf-
ficient tp what many believe to 
be badly needed recreational 
gymnasiums. 
Last spring the University 
abruptly announced to the Se-
nate that unless it passed a n~w 
mandatory$ 15 dollar capital 
improvement fee there would 
be no new recreational gymna..: , 
siums, Despite the administra-
. tion's pressure for an immediate 
decisio_n; the senat~ deferred jts 
vote to the Summer Quo tum:). ·· . 
The extra time allowed the 
Executive Committee to re-
search the issue. The thirteen 




By Mary Tamer 
Jeanne Simon, wife of pre-
sidential candidate senator Paul 
Simon of Illinois, visited UNH 
on Friday and presented her 
husband as a democratic con-
tender set apart from the rest 
W:ith his progressive political 
views. 
Simon is a newcomer to the 
1988 Presidential race but has 
already made a substantial show-
ing in recent polls. When asked . 
about the New Hampshire 
prim3:ry, Mrs. Simon predicted 
that Dukakis will take first place 
but said, "the real question lies 
with who will come' in second." 
She said she is confident about 
her husband's chances of win-
ning second place. 
"I think we're doing very well. 
We've been getting the money 
and volunteers we need," she · 
said. 
Some of the recent volunteers r 
are -coming from the fallen camp 
of Senator Joseph Biden, a 
former democratic contender 
who withdrew fast week under 
a cloud of controversy. Mrs. 
Simon expressed regret oyer 
what happened to Biden, a 
friend and fellow senate judi-
ciary committee member · to her 
husband. She mape it clear that 
. An emergency meeting of the .Student Sentate Executive Council was called last night to 
disrnss student fee increases: (Crai · Parker · hoto) . · · 
Exec .spells out message 
By Neal C. Hogan fund the project completely, 
The Student Senate Executive attempt to split the cost with 
Committee tnet last night in a . the administratioq 50/ 50,, or · 
rare emergency ses.sion to dis- not fund -it at all." (pa.raphrase) • 
cuss whether tfi:e Senate voted ,. «If there is no funding by the 
down a Field Hou~e funding bill students, there will be no gyms-
because of ideology or because ,"said Jones. . 
its language was unclear. Sunday night the Senate failed 
Confusion and frustration one such 50/ 50 proposal, but 
have surro~.rnded the issue of there is a question as to whether 
Field House funding since the the Senate failed this bill because 
administ.ration first came to the its numbers were imprecise, or 
Senate for fonds last .spring. because they are against addi-
"There is no consensus on ticinal mandatory student fees 
this issue," said Student Body on principle. There is some 
· President Warner Jones. speculation that new proposals 
At issue is' whether or not to . will be brought up during this 
fund the new recreational gyms. Sunday's meeting. 
"There are three possible prop- Warner Jones said he was not 
osals," _sai~ Jones," we add a happy with the Sunday Student 
· mandatory fifteen dollar fee and -:_ Senate meeting. "The meeting 
was not run as well as I hoped 
it could be. I stressed a number 
of points and time and time 
again people got off the track." 
Jones said that he believes 
, that the vote appeared to be one 
of principle because of the 
spea.ches by the last three Se-
nators who spoke, Pat Sweeney, 
Glenn Harcou,rt, and Wally 
Jenkins. Sunday night these 
Senators argued on principle 
. that no manidatory fee should 
be instated to .fund the Field 
House. Academic Affairs 
Council Chairperson Charlie 
Jones, a member of the Exec~ 
utive Council, said, '.'Those peo-
le s oke well althou h the _ 
spoke about inaccuracies with . 
erroneous information, etcetera, 
etcetera: Glenn Harcourt said 
the administration can afford 
this and this and this - he has 
no knowledge whatsoever about 
how those things were funded, 
how the process _went, when it 
was started, and how w,,e were 
pa:-t of that." 
President Jones said that he . 
di'd not vote against Sund_ay 
night's proposal because he was 
against the principle of student 
funding. "I voted against my . 
own proposal because I didn't 
want it to remain on the table, 
and I didn't warit the President 
and the administration to think 
that we were considering it. I 
don't' want the administration . 
negoti;ting with us th.is week. 
I don't think it is a negotiable 
issue." 
· Following last night's Exec-
utive Committee Meeting Stu--
dent Body President Jones an-
nounced, "I have been confused 
about this issue over the last 
several months. I am now· op-
posed to any student funding 
of this project." 
President Jpnes said he be-
lieves that the · issue will be 
decided at this Sunday's Senate 
meeting, and encouraged all the 
student representatives to get 
feedback on the Field House 
issue from their constituencies 
this week. 
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Russian follows _ dream to write 
By Christine Telfer - about America, he rolled his eyes 
back, "Do you know how many 
peop'le have asked me that 
question?" 
But he agr.eed to -answer it 
again. "Frankly, I was a lii:tle 
disappointed. I didn't expect to 
find gold on the streets or 
_ anything, but I did think it would 
be a bit easier." · 
Among ·tne new faces on 
campus this semester is Mikhail 
lossel (it rhymes with "fossil"). 
Iossel, a graduate student in fhe 
English-writii;ig _program at 
UNH, is originally ·from Lenin-
grad, Soviet Union. He left 
home pardy because he felt that 
strict government censorship 
would prevent him from being 
able to publis~ there. - _ - __ 
- "In Russia," he explained, ''.fr -
is more prestigious to be an 
unpublished-writer than it is 
to be a published writ~r.'·' 
He said he was overwhelmed 
by Ame~ican competitiveness 
and commercialism. He said he 
was also disappointed to find 
He said most of the writers 
·who do get pub!ish,ed are con-
sidered to be propaganda-
artists. But, he added, it is 
probably most prestigious to 
be published and 'then banned. 
Iossel said he does not con-
sider his work to be at all 
· political, except in the sense th~t 
·everything is political. "I could 
care less about the government, 
person,ally," he said. 
·- that writers like Stephen King 
· and Danielle Steel are the most 
widely read type of writers in 
this country. 
"It's frustrating not to have 
re,aders," he said, "and •it's 
especially frustrating for a 
Russian writer writing in the 
English language in America, 
because people back home won't 
- be able to understand µiy work, 
or even have a chance to see it. 
But if I wrote in Russian, I would 
_ have no audience to speak of in 
this country." 
a half. After immigrating to the 
United States in 1986, he spent 
some time with Russian friends 
in Boston. Next he went to Palo 
Alto, where he worked in a 
bookstore near Stanford:-
Iossel said he decided co apply 
to a writing program so that he 
would ·have more time and 
encouragement to write. He said 
he heard about UNH through 
an aquaintance, Fred Starr, 
_ President of Oberlin College. 
UNH was the only program to 
which he applied. As far as 
Mikhail knows, he's th,e only 
Russian ever to have entered 
a creative writing program in 
America. 
But he acknowledged serious 
writers have always criticized 
the government, in Russia as 
well as anywhere else. 
_ When asked what he thought 
Iossel's English, which is self-
taught, is excellent, especially 
considering that he has only 
been in the states for a year and 
Since he did not defect or "get 
kicked out" of his country, he 
doesn't ' think he should have 
much trouble going back. And 
he said he would like to go back 
sooner or later, since many of 
his friends and famlily are still 
there. Also, a.fter lookin at a 
recent .issue of "Novi. Miz" (it 
translates "Wew World"), a 
soviet literary magazilne, he 
thinks publications in Russia 
seem to have more -freedom 
_now. 
Mikhail Iossel, a Russian from Leningrad, came to study English _ 
at UNH. ( Craig Parker photo) 
NEWS IN- BRIEF 
VP Bush meets Solidarity -
~ leaders 
Vice President Bush met with Polish ' communist 
leader Wojciech j aruzel-ski and later with Solidarity 
leader Lech Walesa in Poland Sunday to assess 
prospects for change a~d assur~ its people that 
despite economic hardship and_ political difficulties, 
"You will prevail." , 
-Bush first toured a family farm chosen for him 
by government officials who were soon enough 
embarrassed to discover that the farmer had also 
invited rural Solid;uity leaders to meet with Bush 
and his entourage. The Solidar~ty trade union has 
· been outlawed· by the government since 1982: 
The United States agreed yesterday to help Poland 
obtain economic assistance to lighten its foriegn 
debt burden after assurances from Polish leaders-
that they -were committed to internal political and 
economic change, the New York Times reported 
yesterday. 
Klu Klux Klan rally held 
·in Maine 
About 150 demqnstrators, gathered outside a 
Rumford, Maine barn to yell and jeer at the half 
dozen Ku Klux Klan members who had assembled 
for a cross burning and rally on a rural farm-Saturday 
night. The mob chanted "KKK, go home" as 
Klansmen and their guest.s picni<;:ked inside. 
"We don:t want this in our town," said £?,eighbor 
Diane Milligan. Local farmers protested the 
demonstration by spreading pungent loads of chicken 
-manure around the rally site. "This is our way of 
(protesting the Klan presence) legally." 
No incidents were reported during the day long 
series of demonstrations, which were described 
.. as the_ first in the state in 80 years. 
Toy guns comi~g un·der 
fire 
. \ . 
Realistic toy guns are becomin,g the target of 
new ordinances nationwide in an effort to prevent 
"accidents waiting to happ-en,'' according to Don 
Lysaught, an Overland Park, Kansa~, councilman. 
Police in Overland Park recently cordoned off a _ 
hotel room and forced a rnan into a tense standoff 
because he was seen ca,rrying a gun that turned out 
to be a toy. 
The toys, due to their resemblance to real weapons, 
have police officers caught between protecting 
themselves and perhaps firing on a citizen holding 
no more than a •piece -of molded plastic. 
In Washington, a city council member is proposing 
that toy guns be banned for people under 21 and 
that they not be displayed by anyone in public. About 
· 10% of all armed robbery cases in Washington 
involve fake weapons, according to city council. 
"The simplest thing would be to require manu-
facturers to paint -them a bright color." Lysaught 
said. 
Toy manufacturers, interested in protecting a 
profitable market say their products are safe and 
they are meeting consumer demands. 
Gulf lane closed, mines 
.sighted 
A major sea lane in the Per~ian Gulf ~as closed 
to commercial shipping yesterday after several mines 
were spotted in the area·, shipping authorities· 
reported. 
According to shipping executives speaking on 
condition of anonymity, the deepwater channel 
20 miles off the coast of the busy United Arab 
_ Emirates port of Dubai would be c-l~sed to navigation 
until U.S. Navy and British warships swept for 
mines in the area. Dubai is the largest a·nd busiest 
·port on the 600-mile gulf and had not previously 
been troubl~d by the mine _threat affecting the 
northern areas of the waterway. 
Other sources, also asking anonymity, said the 
· United States believed Iran had seeded the waterway 
wi~h ~xplosives in retaliation for.last week's attack 
. on a minelayer in the Persian Gulf. 
Bacitracin mistaken for 
"hazardous" 
A U.S. s~nator has urged ~he fed~iaf government 
to move quickly to get the commof) antibiotic 
bacitracin offthe Environm~ntal Protection Agency 
list of extremely hazardous chemicals, where it 
was put by m1stake. 
Sen. Fr.ank Lautenberg, D-NJ, wrote the EPA 
on behalf of A.L. Laboratories of Fort Lee, NJ, -which 
makes bacitracin, an antibiotic used in a variety 
of ointments and creams to treat minor cuts and 
scrapes. 
The antibiotic was placed on the nation's list 
of 400 most dangerous materials due to an error 
.in computerized information about a variety of 
chemicals, the agency said. 
EPA officials are taking steps to remove bacitracin 
from the list, but are bound by red tape and a 
congressional ruling that requires rigorous testing 
before any substance can be deleted--no matter 
how it got there. 
Giants, Twins, clinch div-
isional ties 
The San Francisco Giants and Minnesota Twins 
clinched at least divisional ,ties in the National and 
American League West this weekend, while Toronto 
took 3 of 4 from the Tigers, knocking them 2 1/ 2 
off the pace in the AL East. The St. Louis Cards 
held steady at 2 1/ 2 over the Mets and 3 games 
up on Montreal. 
In other baseball news, future Hall of Famers 
Phil Niekro and Reggie Jackson rid farewell to 
their home fans Sunday in Atlanta and Oakland 
respectively, as each has played their last major 
league gam,e and will retire at the end of the season. 
Championship Series Playoffs begin one week 
from today. 
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Babbitt to · hold forum at UNH 
By Antony E. Ray 
Democratic presidential can-
didate Bruce Babbitt will speak 
in the Strafford Room of the 
Memorial Union Building on 
Thursday October 1, ·at 12: 30 
p.m. _The title of the speech he 
will give is "The Nature Of The 
Presidency" and concerns the 
evolution of the working rela-
tionship between the president 
and Congress. 
Babbitt -earned a masters 
degree in geophysics at the 
University of Newcastle, in 
England. He then graduated 
from Harvard University with 
a degree in law in 1965. . 
. After practicing law for sev-
eral years in Arizona he became 
the attorney general in 1974 and 
governor in 1978. . 
As governor of Arizona from 
1978 until 1987 Babbitt was 
successful economically, accord-
ing to one of his campaign 
workers Carolyn Rauch. "He 
balanced the budget every year 
by increasing economic 
growth," she said. · 
This financial success gave 
him the power to see some of 
is · ro rams throu h, said 
Rauch. 
Babbin' s groundwater pro- : 
gram in Arizona "has become 
a model for the rest of the 
country for keeping groundwat-
er clean and preventing unne-
cessary depletion of this re-
. source," said Rauch. 
Babbitt was . especially innov-
ative in adopting programs to 
protect victims of child abuse . 
in Arizona, according to Pol-
itical Science Faculty Advisor 
David Moo.re. He also upheld 
Martin Luthur King Day as a 
National_ holiday in Arizona. 
This holiday is now threatened 
by Babbitt's suo;:essor. 
Babbitt is particularly known 
for his liberal posi-tions on 
certain issues such as increasing 
taxes to deal with the national 
deficit, according to an opposing 
campaign worker and UNH 
student Tom Maher. 
Babbitt is also proposing to 
increase worker productivity 
and cites Japan's economic 
success to help deal with the U.S. 
• economic problem, according 
to Democratic Staff Writer 
Cameron Brant. 
Some of his ideas are to 
restructure the tax system to 
favqr high productivity and to 
increase employee ownership 
and participation in business 
management, according to 
Brant. Babbitt is a man who 
is committed to strong envir-
onmental laws. He really cares 
about the environment, says 
Rauch. He has climbed Mt. 
Washington and skiied part of 
Tuckerman' s Ravine in the last 
eight months. "I do_ubt you 
would find George Bush up 
there," she said. 
The · talk will last about one 
hour accordirrg to Students For 
The University chairperson Jay 
Gould. He said Babbitt will then 
field some questions from .the 
audience and a small panel of 
studen~s up on th@ stage. 
Babbitt will be the second 
presidential candidate to speak 
in the "Year Of The Presidency 
Program". which will "bring 
!I}OSt if not all of the preseden-
tial candidates to UNH," accord-
ing to the coordinator of the 
program and Dire~tor of Scho-
field House Phyllis W. Bennitt. 
Angry citizens rallied in Concord Saturday to voice their opinions o n aid to the contras. 
(Jon Castle photo) · 
Center helps abused partners. 
By Joseph Moreau 
Thursday marks the begin-
ning of National Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month, a 
lime to address an issue which 
. some people say is often ignored 
in this country - partner abuse. 
"It's not a pretty subject ... 
· not something that you'd talk 
about over lunch," said Althea 
Wilson, a UNH senior majoring _ 
in social work. . . 
Wilson works with more than 
fifty other students, volunteers 
and professionals with A Safe 
Place, a shelter in Portsmouth. 
The organization offers coun-
seling and shelter to abused 
women. . 
Partner abuse is a pervasive 
problem at bqth the national 
and local level. According to FBI 
estimates, a wo·man is beaten 
in her home every 18 seconds. 
About 30% of female homicide 
victims are killed by their hus-
bands or boyfriends. According 
to one study, 30,000 women are 
beaten by their husbands each 
year in New Hampshire alone . 
Willson said that, contrary 
to public opinion, all victims 
of domestic violence are not 
"low income, uneducated peo-
ple." She added, "I think that 
(misconception might) . be a lot 
easier for the public ... to accept 
if that was the case, but it's not." 
People who seek help at A 
Safe Place come from "all in-
come levels, all educational 
backgrounds (and) religous 
backgrounds/' according to the 
group's public education coor-
dinator Kathy Kennett. "So .far 
we've had three wives of pro-
fessors at UNH who have used 
~he services." 
Kennett added, however, that 
most' of those who stay at the 
shelter are young, low income 
women with children. She said 
that they have no alternative 
to a shelter when battering at 
home becomes unbearable. 
Last year 121 women and 115 
children stayed at A Safe Place's 
shelter, whose location i~ kept 
confidential for the privacy and 
safety of the residents. Another 
900 women came to the office 
on Congress Street for services 
which include support groups, 
peer counseling, and legal aid. 
Kennett, who was once in an 
abusive relationship herself, 
blames much of the domestic 
violence problem on the por-
trayal of w9men in the ~edia. 
She said that society :'kind of 
VIOLENCE, page 8 
Presidential candidate Bruce Babbitt wiH speak ori Thursday · 
at 12:30 in the MUB. (file photo) 
_$ tudentStake part 
in ~ontra protest 
By John Castle 
· Seven UNH students took 
part in a rally condemning U.S. 
aid to the Nicaraguan contras 
which was .held in Concord on 
Saturday in front of the State 
Capital. The peaceful demon-
stration took place after 125 
people marched down N,[ain 
Street. The Concord Police 
observed from a distance but 
did not intervene. 
According to organizer John 
Shayeb, a student and resident 
in Plymouth, the rally was held 
to increase awareness in the 
community ~bout the "bad ef-
fects of America's support of 
the contras." 
The group was also trying to 
influence N.H. senator Warren 
Rudman, who is still undecided 
on the _issue, to vote against aid 
in the future. No state officials 
attended the rally. 
The demonsfration was or-
ganized by the New Hampshire 
Central American Network 
(NHCAN), a group that was 
formed in July from smaller 
N.H. groups to pool resources 
and to make a strong~r state-
ment against contra support, 
said Ash Eames of Wentworth, 
N.H. Eame-s, ·is a founding 
member of the organization. 
-Among the local speakers and 
musicians that led the suppor-
ters at the rally was Michael 
Gray, a pastor from Nicaragua. 
He wa~ invited by the N.H. 
Council of the United Church 
of Christ. 
Gray said that it was because 
of the efforts of people and 
groups such as the NH CAN that 
Nicaragua was. surviving today. 
He also spoke highly of the 
Arias Peace plan, _one proposed 
by Costa Rica's president Oscar 
Arias that demanded a cease fire 
in Central America. 
"I stand before you as one who · 
has hope in the Arias Peace 
Plan," he told the supporters. 
The document was signed on 
August 7th by the presidents 
of El Salvador, Guatemala, · 
Honduras, Nicaraua and ·Costa 
Rica. It is to be implemented 
by November 7th. 
A member of UNH's Com-
.mittee on Central America said 
that the seven people turnout 
from UNH was disappointing. 
"We expected more people 
PROTEST, page 8 
Student cited for 
~ stolen · property 
By Ch.ris Pollet 
An unidentified UNH stu-
dent w_as cited by pol.ice in 
Kittery, Me. for possession of 
stolen University property. The 
case which is currently under 
investigation involves the rec-
overy of a fire extinguisher 
_ labelled the property of UNH. 
The · case stems from Kittery 
Police's response to a one car 
accident on the morning of 
September 27th allegedly be-
longing to this student. 
Kittery police contacted 
UNH Public-Safety who in turn 
, referred the student to the 
Kittery police. 
Kittery Patrolman Gary Berg 
told the New Hampshire that 
the student has yet to -fill out 
a case report and any charges 
. were pending. 
According to Major Beaudoin 
of UNH Public Safety, the case 
is exclusively under investiga-
t.ion in Kittery, unless rhe 
_student admits to stealing the .. 
property after which he could 
face charges at UNfi. · 
r 
.. 
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ON THE SPOT 
How has the NFL·football strike affected 
your Sunday afternoon habits?. 





"Made me become a better 





What do UNH arid Henry VIII have in common??? 
·1ondo·n lro9ram_ 
, ' , . . . 
To learn more_,_ come to a "Question and Answer Session":· 
Thursday, October 1, 7:00 p.~. 
Elliott Alumni Center 
Application deadline for Spring Semester: 
October 15. 
ul drank myself into ob-










. Paid position! 
GREAT EXPERIENCE! . 
Apply in room 110B -
(bottom floor of. the MUB) 
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First year students earn seats 
By Annabelle Freeman · 
First year students Erin Dwy-
. er· and Kimberly Varney won 
the first year student senate 
· election held last Friday. Out 
· of the 641 votes cast for the 14 
candidates Dwyer won with 97 
votes. V ~ ,- ~ey · won with- 87 
vote~, a_ccordiGg t0 Personnel 
and Information Officer of 
Student Senate Michelle Scenna. 
The Student Senate passed 
a billlast µight which offically 
acknowledged these two first 
year students as senators and 
two more first y-ear student 
senators to be elected to the 
Student Senate within the first 
three weeks of each fall semes-
ter, according to Student Body 
· Vice President Sabra Clark. 
. "The election was held before 
the bill was passed because here 
was no opposition to the bill 
and there were so man_y other 
pressing i~sues th ::it ir had to 
be puron the back burner,"said 
Scenna. '~The bi ll was passed -
in seconds without any ques-
tions." 
In the past there were no 
representatives for the fresh-
man class, according to. Michael 
McSheenan, Chairperson f9r 
· Residentioal Life Connsel . 
"-We need representation 
from the entire student body. 
The freshmen are especially 
important when we consider 
issues in the Senate because they 
· will be here longer than the rest 
of us, " McSheenan said. "Their 
ideas are feash and haven't been 
conditioned· by the U nive{sity." 
However Scenna said, the 
problem with holding a fresh-
man election within the first 
weeks of school is that not 
enough people are familiar with 
the candidates. 
"The two new senators are 
not shy to speak on the floor," 
said Commuter. Senator Sean 
Gallivan. " As a matter -of fact 
Erin proposed the idea of hold-
ing a 'meet the candidates night' 
to solve the problems that she 
encountered from not knowing 
her constutuents, which is a 
great idea." 
_ The newly elected Varney 
said, 'T d like to organize a 
meeting so that all t~e freshme.n 
know what's going on in the 
senate government. They, need 
to know who I am too, because 
I want to communicate their · 
i9eas and feelings to the floor." · 
, · Varney was an active partiE-
ipant in her high school student 
government and attended the 
New Hampshire Girls State 
program, which is .:i mock go-
vernment conference. 
Dwyer was not available for 
-- comment. 
· Senate battle moves to field 
By Jay Kumar 
Mere hours before the fateful 
senate meeting on the field 
hous~ funding Sunday, the stu-
dent senate and the University 
administration spent their tirrie 
preparing for it in the ~est way 
they knew how - playing soft-
ball. 
Actually only five adminis-
trators showed .up for the hal-
lowed event, including UNH 
President Gordon Haaland. 
They joined 25 senators to form 
two teams, imaginatively called 
Team A and- Team B, which 
clashed in a titanic battle that 
Team A won, 11-6. 
Senator Rob Rodler, the Most 
Valuable Player of the game, 
hit the game..:tying home run 
and then later scored the win-
ning run in the ninth inning of 
this soon-to-be fall classic. 
Rodler, who played left field for 
the A's, said, "The gam.e should 
be continued every year." ' 
Senator· Michelle Scenna said. 
the game was staged "for sena- · 
tors arid administration to min-
gle out ofoffice, to work togeth-
-er'' and "to get to know names." 
There were 70 administrators 
invited to the slugfest, and 
notable absentees included Dean 
of Students J. Gregg Sanborn 
and Director of .Residential Life 
Carol Bischoff. 
Haaland was a standout at 
third base for Team B, according 
to Scen~a, especially his · amaz-
ing grab of a line drive off the 
bat of Student Body President 
· Warner Jones. 
"It ( the catch) was great ," 
Scenna said. Rodler felt Haaland 
"was pretty good ... he played 
well." 
The new tailgating rules were 
in effect for this two and a half 
hour potboiler, ,iccording to 
Scenna. 
Whether or not this game was 
the result of the NFL strike has 
yet to be·determined, but rest 
assured details will be forthcom-
ing. 
• 
' . . , 
. Alternatiye, open air dining is offered daily in the Murklan.d courtyard. (Mark Hamilton 
photo) 
GET ON THE RIGHT 
TRACK TO A 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Earning the gold bars of an Ai r Force officer· ,s one :,a:, 
to the road of suecess. Air Force ROTC provides :ne 
opportuni ty. And. you may be eligible to compete for a lu 1, 
scholarship that can pay full college tuition . text books . te"is 
and $1 00 each academic month 
. Comb(ned with your college degree you 're heatted 
toward a challenging and rewarding future as an Air· Force 
officer. Ai r Force · off icers manage vita l engineering 
pro1ec ts. pilot and navigate ai rcraft . and supervise 
importan t programs. But it all starts with Air Force ROTC _. 
Don't se ttle tor anyth ing less . For a scholarship . For your 
future Get on the right track . Talk to 
Captain Copeland · 
Department of Aerospace Studies 
662- 1460 
-AIRFORCE .. ,. > ROTtl--,-. ..-r"P /,_ 
LEA0ERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE 
CALENDAR 
TUES'D A Y, SEPTEMBER 29 
MEN'S SOCCER- at Plymouth State 
HUMANITiES LECTURE SERIES- "The Trajectory of Greek 
Art," Margot 0 . Clark, Arts Professor. Room 201, Murkland, 
11 a.m. -_ 12:30 p.m. -
WOODBLOCK PRINTING DEMONSTRATION- Keiji 
Shinohara, a contemporary Japanese woodblock printmaker, 
will demonstrate die traditional technique of woodblock 
printing. Galleri~s, Paul Arts, 2-5 p.m. · -, \ 
MEN'S TENNIS- vs. BQston Univetsity, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Boston College, 3 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Central Connecticut, 3:~0. p.m. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 
LAST DAY to withdraw and quaiify for 1/ 2 tuition refund. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER- at NH College 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- at Harvard 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA- "Which Way is Up, in 
Turbjdites," by Dr. David Roy, Boston College. Room 119, 
James, 4 ,p.m. · _ · -
'PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- "Interaction Rhythms," 
_ Rebecca-Warner, Psychology. Room 101, Conant Hall, 4 
p.m. ·. 
MUSO FILM- "Raising Arizona." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. -
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2 
LAST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit. 
LAST DAY to carry more than 20 credits (undergrads), or 
16 credits (grads), without surcharge. · 
MEN'S SOCCER~ at Maine 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY- vs. Central Connec·ricut, Hartford, _ 
3:30 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER- "Runawa)'s."An energetic collage 
of musical st_y_les all focused on modern day family relationships. 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., UNH stu-
dents/ faculty/alum9i an~ seniors $6, general $7.50. 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTE-D TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on pro?er for_!Ils) 
The New Hampshue fUSPS 3 79-280) is published and distributed semi- : 
~weekly throughout rhe academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business_ 
Qfft<;e hours: M0Ad1i1y ~ Frid~ 10 am ~ 1 pm. Academic year subscription: 
ll4, jv Th~rd class ,PQS:t~~ p!iid at o~~ham, NH 03~24. ~ ~V~rtisers should 
:ctte_<:k their ads thchl'~t~y. T he N~w:,·Hampsh1re wa ll tn no case be 
responsible for typograph~~a1· e r ot~i' e-rrors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in ·which 11, typographical error appears, if notified 
imanediar:ely, POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
l} l MU B, UNH, Durham, N H J)3824. 10.000 copies printed per issue 
. .._ by J,;,,""4T rib1me Biddeford, Ma-iqe. ' 
Young's Restaurant 
& Coffe·e Sho1l, lnc, 
Breakf_asi Sb..ecial 
2 egg.r any style served with Corn [3eef 
hash, homifries, toast, and coffee . 
$2.49 
Luncheon Sneciat 
Tuna m'elt served on a english _ 
muffin with a cup of · · -- • 
. , 
homemade soup or chowd~r. , 
$2.70 t 
Dinner Sp_ecial 
Try our hearty Beef.Stew served 
with fresh baked bread or biscuit. 
$2.50 
48 Main St., 
-_ Durham~ N.H. 
• ,
• 
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·NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT NETWORK: Spon-
sored by Center For International perspectives . 
Repr~sentative of ODN will visit to· discuss 
internship opportunities in developing countries. 
Friday, -October 2, Smith Hall, 2 p.m. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD ORGANIZA-
TIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by Women's 
Athletics. Open to any women interested in 
intercollegiate runnjng, jumping or throwing . 
· Experience is not necessary, but a desire to .work 
hard and have fun is! Thursday, October 1, Room 
38, Field House, 7 p.m. 
i0TH ANNUAL l0K HOMECOMING ROAD 
RACE: Sponsored by Recreational Sports Depart-
ment: Entry forms available in Room 151, Field 
House for the race on Saturday, October 17, Mast 
Road by A-lot, Near Field House, 9 a.m. $6 before 
October 1, $8 from October 2 to race day. 
CAREER 
PRE- SCREENING DEADLINE: Resumes are 
due Thursday, October 1, Career Planning & 
Placemem, Room 203, Huddleston, for companies 
coming to campus the week of 'October 26. · 
JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES WORKSHOP: Tips 
on how to make your job search productive and 
get the results you want--a job! Thursday, October 
1, Fqrum Room, Dimond Library, 7-8 p.m. 
GENERAL 
PULSE: Sponsored by the Dean of Student Affair·s 
Off ice. A program established to monitor student 
. views, concerns and goals . 1'his research service 
is available to any university organization. If 
interested contact the PULSE office at 862-2050. 
PIZZA LUNCHES: Sponsored by Non-Traditional 
Student Center. Join the Pizza for Lunch Brunch. 
Relax' at the end of the week with good company 
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Fridays, 
Non-Traditional Student Center, Petree House, . 
noon to 1 p.m. 
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG-IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-
NECT): Sponsored hy Non-Traditional Student 
Center. A lunch group for stuqents who are divorced 
or separated (or just thinking about i't). Wednesday, 
September 30 (and every Wednesday after that), 
Second floor, Pettee House (Non-Traditional 
Student Center). noon to 1 p.m. Information: 862-
3647. , 
"MUD WRESTLING" TOURNAMENT: Spon-
sored by UNH Wrestling Team. Mub wrestlers 
must sign up before Octpber 2nd. Weigh-Ins Friday 
4-6 p.m. in wrestling room. Participants must be 
at least 18 years of age. Furth~r information: Jim 
Urquhart 862-3899. Saturday, October 3, Lundholm 
Gymnasium, ~ield House, 7 p.m. 
GEORGIA SATELLITES WITH THE DEL 
LORDS: Sponsored by MUSd. Top 40 hit single 
"Keep Your Hands to Yourself" Saturday, Octob~r 
3, Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students $7, 
general $10, Tickets at MUB Ticket Office. 
FILM ON SOUTH AFRICA: Sponsored by Amnesty 
International. "An overview of Human Rights 
Violations in South Africa," by Reverand ·Fararani. 
Amnesry's own speakers will follow Tµesday, 
October 6, Room 128, Hamilton-Smith, 7 p.m. 
GOURMET DINNER I: Sponsored by Hotel · 
. -Administration Program/ WSBE. "A Taste of 
Colonial America." An 8 course meal presented 
. by the students of Hotel 667, focusing on a return 
or tribute to the colonial era. Friday, -October 9 
and Saturday, October 10, Granite State Room, 
MUB, 6:15 p.m. $18. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office. 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 
FAIR: Sponsored by Career Planning and placement . 
Service. Fifty graduate and professional schools 
including law schools, engineering schools, business 
schools and graduate schools coming to campus 
to answer your questions about their programs, 
requirements, etc. Thursday, October 15, Granite 
State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. · 
HEALTH 
AL- ANON MEETING (OPEN); Individuals 
affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
Mondays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p .m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
ENS ONLY): Women concerned about their 
drinking or drug use. Fridays, Conference Room, 
2nd floor, Hood House, noon tO 1 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking , 
or drug use. Mondays and Wednesdays, Conference 
Room, 2nd floor, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Open jug-
gling for anyor:ie to learn or practice recreational 
juggling. Anyone w~lcome. See MUB information 
for Room. Wednesday evenings - each week, MUB, 
7 a.m. to-11 p.m. t · ' 
SAFE-RIDES STAFF MEETING: For current 
members to discuss goals for the semester. All 
new and interested students are welcome. Tuesday, 
September 29, Room 101, Hamilton-Smith, 7 p.m. 
MEDIEVAL RECREA TJON CLUB MEETING: 
Introduction for new members, planning for 
upcomir:ig Quest, demonstration, workshops and 
dance practice, welcome all interested in the mid.die 
ages. Thursday, October 1, Common Office, MUB, 
7-8 p.m. · 
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE 
MEETING: Will be forming committees. Important 
meeting, all interested· should. attend. Wednesday, 
October 7, Conference Room, 4th floor, Science 
and. Engineering Research Building, noon to 1 p.m. 
NOTICEINFORMATIONMUSTBESUBMIT- ITIES, ROOM 322, M'UB. (Observe deadlines 
TED TO THE. OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV- •. on proper forms) 
I 
Cdnsignment Boutique; 
. 332 Central Ave. ", :· 
Dover 
Across from'. Foster's 
Tel. #603-749-:-2930 
Quality Used Men's & Women's Clothing 
Estate & Costume Jewelry 
\ 
Pottery ·& Antiques 
· Open Daily 
Blood Drive ends 
with poor results 
By Nanc;y Taylor 
A look inside the UNH Blood . 
Drive last ·week would prompt 
many to think of the library on 
a Friday evening. ~ith the .low 
turnout there was never a need 
· to fight for a seat. 
'Tm not angry with anyone, 
I am just dissapointed, the Blood 
Drive was not as good as usual," 
said Mrs. William Stearns, 
known to .most as Jarry, the 
Chairman of the Blood Drive 
that took place in the MUB. 
There were 878 donors result-
ing in 839 pints of blood she, 
said, but she remembers "days 
when there were 1000 donors." 
Despite the small numbers, 
UNH has ·the best percentage 
of blood donors in Maine and 
Ne; Hampshire according to 
Stearns, no small feat consid-. 
ering the fact that it is a small 
chapter of the Blood Drive. 
Stearns thanked the large 
numbers of people who helped 
- fraternities, sororities, the 
hockey team, the radio stations 
WERZ and WUNH, commu-
. ters and everyone else who 
donated blood or helped at the 
booths. But Stearns said she was 
.mystified as to the small tur-
nout. 
Each year there ~s a contest 
for a plaque that shows which 
fraternity has the most donors. 
Alpha Gamma Rho contributed . 
the most said Stearns, while 
Sig~a Phi Epsilon added the 
. largest number ,of volunteer 
helpers during the week. Alpha 
Phi came in first for sororities 
-and contributed ma.ny volun-
teers. The service fraternity 
Alpha Phi Omega gave great · 
support as well she said. 
Stearns said she welcomes 
suggestions or comments from 
anyone concerning the low turn-
·out. Despite the signs, posters, 
newspaper and radio coverage, 
the results were small. · 
Sickness may have been a 
major factor as to the .small 
turnout as students took to 
illness having tasted the first 
cold fingers of autumn. 
"I didn't give blood because 
I was sick last week'~ said Julie 
Icing. 
Exams· and sorority rush may 
have turned rnany people away 
simply because they did not have 
time to stop. When asked why 
she did not give blood,~Angela 
Dodie said, "it was bad timing." 
"I love UNH, and I love the 
people I have had contact with, 
everyone works together." said , 
Mrs. Stearns. She said . shej 
wishes to continue he.r workl 
here despite the decline in the 
past two years. 
Week-end garbage piles up, but prov!des a feast for Jocal sea . . 
g{:ill~. (Craig Parker photo) . ·. -
.......•....••..•.. ; ...••••..••..... : ... ~~ ... ; ....... ~.~·······~···: 
. ' 
~Many thanks to· 878 don.ors 
who gave 139 pints!! 
. : :, F ro m yo u r . 
. . 
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_try to capitalize on the scandals 
involving Biden and Sfnator 
Gary Hart, who dropped out of 
the race last May. 
"YOU can't rely on scandal to 
J.in the election. The Democrats 
have to show that they a:re their 
own party," ·she said. · · 
Mrs. Simon's campaigning 
is showing that her husband · is 
a candidate to be reckoned with. 
· He starfds firm in terms ' of 
cutting back on defense in order 
to provide for more social 
programs like financial aid-.for 
students arid ·the elderly: He has 
recently introduced a bill to the 
senate calliJ;:Ig' for more funds· 
for elderly ·home c.are. 
"Snme oeon.le think Paul is 
soft becatise 
4
of his views of 
defense but he's not at all. He 
served for two years in the army 
and knows that we need defense 
but can cut back sensibly,» she 
said. 
His views dn Nicaragua and 
contra aid are similar. 
"Paul is against the appro-
priation of more .contra aid. If 
we're going to help them out, 
it should be with the Peace 
Corps," she said. 
Since there is still no front-
runner, Mrs. Simon sees the 
U NI V \tfi S ·I T Y OF N E W H A M PS H I R. E 
THEATER .-
RUNAWAYS 
the musical b/Eliz_abeth ·s~ado~ 
·. directe.d by Carol Lucha-Burns 
Performances: 
October 2,3,9, 10 at 8 PM 
October 7 and 8 at 1· PM. 
October 7 at 10: 30 A'.M. 1 • ,. • · 
Johnson Theater ✓" 
Paul Crea tive Arts Center 
Durham 
·UNH Student,s/Employees/ 
Candidate's wife, Jeanne Simon, ate lunch in the MUB Friday 
with student, Lee Irons. (Craig Parke1; photo) 
Alumni, and Senior C itizens: $6.00 
Dinner Theater Package- · 
New England ~enter Restaurant 
Nei Hampshire primary as 
being very important to the 
Simon campaign. 
' "I hope when th€ voters make 
up their minds, afrer great 
thought, they will realize· that 
only they can judge their futures. 
If they do, I think they'll pick 
the junior senator from Illinois." 
Mrs. Simon is a lawyer and 
former Illinois state legisla~or 1 
who met her husband when they -. • • • • 
both served in the Illinois 
General Assembly. She recently , 
left her consulting job at AARP 
to work full~time in her hus-
band's campaign. Their two TR A o· _ E. ·1-N·. DA·.· _ v·s grown children, Martin and 
Sheila,_ are aJso assisting in the_ 
campaign. . · 
ATTENTION REPORTERS! 




There will be a special. 1(/1),~i~~~ 
workshop held TODAY in the 
For $5 Off 
A New Pair 
Grafton Room o-f the · M .UB at 
4p.m .. All are urged to attend! 
Sept. 16 
·- Oct. 4 
' , 
Do you want to write sports for 
your paper? Come see us 
5f'HM[S/,114~ 




1st me~ting on Wednes-
day, Sept. 30th 7 p.m. · 







Family 'V_ision -Center 
868-1012 
868-1092 
53 Main St., Durham, N.H. 
Personalized Vision Care For The Entire Family 
• Comprehensive Eye Exatns 
• Contact Lens Specialists 
• .,Complete Eyeglass· Service _ 
• Eyeglass Prescriptions Filled & Duplicated 
• Complete Frame Selection 
• Sports Eyewear 
• Sunglasses · 




1 • Vision Insurance 
Plans Welcome 
' 
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-~i ~ liDDll0 ~ - _ 
Staff Meeting To.night 7:00 p.m. · 
H amilton Smith Rm. 101 
All potential voh.~.nteers 
are encouraged to attend 
For more information 
Contact the Health Education Center at Hood House . 
(continued from page 3) 
to a trend.- It shows a lack- of 
concern for international affairs 
by the UNH community," she 
said. 
· The group of demonstrators · 
left Sr. John's Church on Main ; 
Street at 1 :30 p.m. and arrived' 
at the Capital 20 minutes later. 
While marching, the group 
chanted lines of peace. 
Upon arriving, r_he posters 
and banners they were carrying 
were placed along the bushes 
-in front of Franklin Pierce's 
statue where the group congre-
gated. The rally lasted one and . 
a half hou.rs . 
In an interview during the 
rally, Eames said that the 
· NHCAN hopes to contribute 
to the effort of ending U.S . 
support of the contras. Ir was 
voted by congress last Friday . 
that $3.5 million was to be sent · 
to keep the cOntras going. 
President Reagan wants $270 
million to be ~ent over for the 
next 18 months, according to 
Eames. 
"The Reagan administration 
is,. rry ing to destroy the quest during his speech. 
for peace by the local people -of Shayeb weht to Nicaragua to 
Central America. The $3.5 mil- educate himself. He said that 
lion must be the last (aid) ever he got conflicting messages . 
voted by Congress." from the American people and 
Nelia Sargeant, a UNH sru- media. He now wants to educate 
den-t, spoke of her own expe- himself and o_rhers through 
riences in Nicaragµa. She spoke slide-show presentations and 
of how teachers and doctors of ·rallys, he said in an interview 
the villages are the prime t~rger after the rally. 
of the contras. Eames s;iid that much more 
She also told of the villagers' was to be done in the coming 
surprise and horror at the sight weeks. He said that many other 
of contra uniforms bearing the rallys and speakers will soon 
USA label on them. These be seen in N.H. 
uniforms and their new equip- Elizabeth Linder, the mother 
ment was all funded by U.S. tax of Benjamin Linder, the first 
dollars, she said. American killed by the contras 
"It won't be oh the television will be speaking at the Univer-
at night. The Pentagon learned sity on Saturday, October 24th, 
too clearly how it worked in said Eames. Benjamin Linder _ 
Vietnam," she said. was a mechanical engineer anq 
Shayeb, a senior Political wem to Nicaragua to design and 
Science major at Plymouth State . constrnct hydroelectric power 
College said that without U.S. plants in different villages . 
funding, the contras would not Eames said that because of such 
exist. rallys and informatjonal pres-
"All war is wrong. There are entations, he and others hope 
other ways of solvin&,probl~~s that as of November 7th, .they 
than through war, he s~ud _ will no longer by needed. 
Hund~eds gathered in Concord to protest the aid to the contras. (Jon C~stle photo) 
THm ARE TWO SIDES TO - · . 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
· · And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health qire .. 
system in which educational and · 
career advancement-are the rule, 
., not the exception. The gold Bar · . _ . 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportu_nities, -P.O. Box 7713, _ 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY , 
ARMY NUR$ECORPS. BE ALL YOU~ BE. 
- - -----VIOLENCE----
(continued from page 3) 
jokes about violence ag•ainst 
women.'' ·Men do not see women 
as equals, so they make women 
· targets of abuse. 
Women are often forced to 
accept the role that society gives 
them according to Kennett. 
"Women are raised to believe 
that it's their responsibility to 
make relationships work. When 
the~e·s.violence ... -their tendency 
is to blame (themselves)." 
Because they hold themselves 
responsible for their own mis -
. tre~tment, most women will not 
-look for outside help immediate-
. · 1y after abuse starts. They often 
wait until the violence becomes 
severe or until a husband begins 
beating their children, 
The perception that abuse is 
a personal "family problem" 
also discourages women from 
. reporting the crime _e_arly on, 
according to Wilscm. She said 
that view is finally beginning 
to change today. "¥ore and 
more . people are starting to say 
this (issue) is not something 
that just ... involves one family. 
This is something that everyone 
should look at," sh,e said. 
As · part of the effot;t to 
increase public awareness of 
partner abuse throughout the 
month of October, Kennet_t will 
· be givin~ a workshop at an 
October f7 conference in Man-
, chester sponsored by the N~w 
Hampshire Coalition Against 
Domestic and Sexual Violence. 
Her topic will be the effective-
ness of arrest policies toward 
abusers. · 
Across the country, the 
month will be marked with the 
establishment of a fully oper-
ational domestic violence ho-
·t1ine on October 1 at 1-800-333-
SAFE. And on October 18 a 
-.:oupon redemptior:i program 
to help fund local shelters will 
begin. The drive is · sponsored 
by several Johri$on and Johnson 
brand products and the National 
Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence (NCADV). , 
. Kennett spoke at a women's 
.. dormitory at UNH last year 
after several residents reported 
phy-s.ical and emotional abuse 
in their relationships. Both she 
and Wilson stressed that Safe 
Place services are available to all women in violent :relation-
ships, hot just married- couples. 
.. They said that young people 
should feel comfortable calli-ng · 
the office ( 436-7924) because 
several students, both work-
. study.and. volunteer, work there. 
They added that they are always 
looking for more students to 
join the staff. 
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Quo.rum met.. in August and 
voted for no new fee "not now .. 
nor in the future." 
On Sunday, September 20th, 
University President Gordon 
Haaland spoke to the senate on 
the Field House issue. He en-
couraged them to disregard the 
fact that -che administration 
"blew it" in terms of working 
with the Senate art the planning, 
and to vote for a fee to build the 
gyms. __ _ 
One week later Warner Jones 
and Sabra Clarke presented a 
_ bill to the Senate t9at attempted 
co meet ' the administration 
halfway. Jones opened up th~ 
debate by saying -that although 
he had opposed any additional 
fees, h~ said, "We definitely 
need a rec gym, and this is a 
better time to do it than in the 
future - but we dop'c wane the 
students to fund it without · 
administration support." 
_ When senators questioned 
Jones about specific figures for 
construction costs, he and Sabra 
Clarke both complained about 
the administrations inability 
to come up with a firm figure. 
Student Activity Fee chair-
person Patrick Sweeney told the 
senate, '.'If we bring Haaland 
into the Senate office, I'll go in 
at noon ,and I'll say, 'What's the 
figure for this Gordon' and he'll -
say '$150,000.' I'll go in at two 
o'.dock and I'Hsay, 'I just want 
to double c}le.ck that..$150,000 
right?' .And he'll say, 'No 
$250,000.' That's what he's been 
doing to Warner and Sabra for 
six months." · 
·The heated debate caused a 
comple.~e.collapse of ·parliamen-
tiuy procedure; with Senators 
using any · device to grab the 
floor and make their point. 
Constant ·calls of. "po·int of -
parliamentary proced'1ie" -were 
heard throughout the evening, 
and Speaker Dennis O'Connell 
reprimanded several Senators 
for getting away from the issue 
at hand. 
Senator Mike Keating said, 
"We' re going to look bad eit];ier 
way. If we vote against the fee, 
9400 students out there wiil say 
that the Student Senate .said no 
to $15. - a case of beer - and 
passed up a one million dollar 
facility. If we pass a $15 fee, they 
will say we caved in to admin-
ist_ration pressure. We can look 
halfway decent if we say to the 
administration, 2Look we know 
· you screwed up, but we will help 
you out and pay for half:.pf this 
· thing.'" 
Keating encouraged the Se-
nate to vote -for the proposal. 
Students. For the University 
chairperson Jay Gould asked the 
senate to vote it down. 
"Let's fund these gyms com-
plet.e-ly. Fifteen dollars is only 
a case of beer, but we should 
-(continued from page l)_ 
establish a Student Athletics 
Council to oversee the funds. 
Let's present a unified voice, 
but control the money." 
Sweeney said, "The most 
important thing we should look 
at right now is the administra-
~ion: I don't think we should give 
money to a group that has lost 
a million dollars, and can't 
pinpoint an estimate on a multi-
million dollar contracting job.'' 
W amer Jones then asked the 
Senate to table the bill until next 
Sunday, to allow Senators time 
to get back to their constituen-
cies. But Senator Glen Harcourt 
rose and gave an impassioned 
plea to vote the bill down. _ 
"I love this University. l love 
the progress ·. $17 million 
Scjence center, new .Health 
facility, Thompson Hall ren-
ovations. I was up in T-Hall last 
week and I saw the new confer-
ence table they built, anq boy 
it's pretty. Ir's made our of 
cherry. It's forty-five feet long. 
It cost $9200," Harcourt said. 
"They have no problem coming 
up with chat money. -But what 
about money for the rec gyms 
- som~.thing the students really· 
want? - -
Senator Wally Jenkins, whc 
represents the Greek System, 
said,"I agree with Glenn. No 
table. No act. No student fund-
- ing. Warner Qones), you said 
in your campaign that you 
weren't going to go along with 
this. The administration hasn't 
been clear and hoqest, so why 
should we cover this for them." 
RELAX AT THE PRIVATE HOT TUB 
_ · - 'R.OOM RENTALS 
• SHOWERS, DRESSING ARFA AND STEREO IN EACI I ROOM • 
-_ • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED• _ . 
• JUICE AND . ISPOSABLE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE• 
OL\ST IS 
USER FRIENDLY! 
-Getting around has never 
been easier with COAST/ 
Kari-Van. Easy to read 
schedules are available at 
convenient -locations - in 
Durham and in the other cities 
and towns we serve. All 
schedules are color-coded and 
numbered for easy identifica-
tion: COAST /Kari-Yan's new 
advanced design Scania 
buses are wheelchair-lift 
equipped and the steps lower 
to curbside for easier access. 
COAST/ Kara-Van offers 
comfortable .. safe and FREE 
transportation to all UNH 
Students, Faculty and Staff. 
a -
~~ ,1~ ti~~g~ 
For information on schedules call (603) 862-2328 
-RESUMES. 




Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
Plus 
· 25 copies * 25 envelopes·* 25 extra sheets of paper 
( Changes easily made with our 30 day_ m;emory storage:) 
Open Monday - ·Frid~y 8:30-5:30 -
Durham Copy 




Tuesday through Friday- All your favorite -
MLib Specialties, prepared by your friendly 
Mub Staff. . 
NEW HOURS 
We are now open from 7:00 a.m. straight throu.gh-
to 9:30 p.m . WE WILL NOT CLOS~ QOWN!!! You 
can enjoy sandwiches, soups, grinders, grill items 
and much more all the time!!!!'!! 
. NIGHT GRILL 
Try our new Veal Parmesan Sub for_ only 
$1.95! Pickle and Chips included. It's 
hot, delicious, and made to order by your 
famous Mub Grill Chefs! 
'1 -
_ HOT. DOG SPECIAL 
-Hot dog with frech fries, pickle, and 
a medium soda for only $1.50!! What a 
bargain!!!! 
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS 
Monday- BLT 
Tuesday- Chicken Salad .Sandwich 
Wedn-esday- Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Thursday- Hamburger -
Only .95¢ Monday-Thursday 3:00-9:30 p.m. 
MUB CATERING 
Planning a party or an important 
-_ meeting? Let Mub Catering help 
you out. We have a variety of _ 
packages to choose from, all with 
reasonable prices. 
Call Diane at 862-2484 for more information. 
THE PICTURE PLACE 
located in the Cat's Closet 
REPRINTS AND ENLARGEMENT SALE 
From Your Negatives 
From Your Slides · 
$ .20 ... .. 3x5~ .. . $ .54 
$ 1.25 .. .. -.5x7 .... $ 1.99 
$ 2.25 .... 8x1 0 .... $ 3.1'9 
$ -7.50 ... 1lx14 .. .. $ 7.99 
- $15.00 ... 20x30 .... $15.00 
"If your pictures are not becoming to you, you should 
be coming to us." 
MUB MARKET PLACE 
· Tuesday & Wednesday- lmported'Sweaters & Jewelry 
Thursday & Fri-day- Handmade Jewelry_ 
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday 
October 5,6 & 7 
Print Sale- Rock & Movie Posters 
Granite State Room Lobby 
/ 
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. THE .YEAR OF 'rHE PRESIDENCY 
- Democractic Candidate 
for President of the United States 
. BRUCE BABBITT 
:1 speaks on , ' 
i, THE NATURE OF THE PRESIDENCY 
-Thurs., Oct 1, 12:30 p.m. 
Strafford Room 
Memorial Union Building . 
' '' ~ U)/ tluv '<!J) u1Jl,c; 
-k¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥111• 
Got a news tip? 
Hear something out of the ordinary? 
The New Hampshire is interested! · 
/' 
· Call 862-14 90,and ask for Brian .or Jay 
. . 
Office hours are: . , Tuesdays -11-2p.m. 
Fridays 9-12p.m. 
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UNH starts search 
for riew sorority 
By Susan Flynn 
BeC?ause the demand for mem- -
bership in the Greek system is 
mo're than the six sororities on 
campus can supp,ly the Pan-
HeHenic council, which presides 
over Greek affairs, is in the 
process of bringing a new sor-
ority to campus. 
This new sorority will also _ 
provi1e an alternative for those 
women who are unsatisfied with 
the sorority situation at UNH. 
There were 230 women par-
ticipating in rush this semester, 
but only 170 places open ascord-
ing ro Cindy Cowan, Pan-Hel 
president. She said the six 
houses on campus can not 
accomodate the growing 
number of woman who wish to 
become members. 
An interview was conducted 
with female first year students · 
this summer which proved that 
more and more students are 
interested in joining sorority 
life said Linda DeRossi, a Phi 
- Mu sister. 
William Kidder, Associate 
Dean of Student Affairs said he 
was first approached last semes-
ter by several women who 
participated in the rush process 
and were not satisfied with what 
the current six sororities had 
· to offer. ' 
"The worrien were interested 
in the sorority experience, but 
the chemistry was not there. 
The chemistry has to be there," 
/ said Kidder. 
_ For a campus of this size, 
there, is de.finitely a need for ,_ 
another sorority he said. 
"The men have fourteen 
fraternities,_ and with a campus 
of this size the woman definitdy 
have a limited number," Kidder 
said. 
The process began with The 
Pan-Hellenic council sending 
letters to the National Sororities 
throughout the U.S. explaining 
their desire to bring a _pew 
sorority to campus said Kidder. 
They have received information 
packets from eight sororities, 
and soon the council will select' 
three sororities to make "on 
campus ime·rviews" he said. 
The council hopes to locate 
a complimentary sorority, that 
will not clash with the present 
six sororities on campus accord-
ing to Kidder. He said in making 
the final decision the committee 
also h9pes to discover alumni 
of the sorority within the area _ 
who will assist in the formation. 
The committee will consist 
.of -the Pan-Hellenic Council, 
their advisor, a member from 
each of the six sororities, and. 
a woman from the group of 
twenty who originally expressed 
an interest to Kidder. Members 
of the faculty are also expected 
to review their presentation and 
place some input in to the final 
decision. -
Despite the complicated pro-
cess, Cowan said she expects the 
new sorority to be a part of the 
Greek system· next semester. -
"We hope to see the new 
sorority" 'here this spring," said 
Cowan . . "We hope to have 
reached our decision on the 
three finalists by mid-October; 
and than the announcements 
will be made." 
"Obviously even with a new 
sorority there will still be wom-
en who will not have a place in 
_ the Greek system," stated 
_Kidder. "But this is definitely 
a start." 
TRADE IN . DAYS 
Trade In Your 
Old Worn 
Out Sweats 




·so MAIN STREET 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
The original "MUB rat."(Mark Hamilton photo') 




... any 35mr:-_ 
camera including 
the new autofocus 
Seattle Film Works has adapted Kodak's prof essiorial Motion 
Picture film for use in your. 35mm camera. Now you can use the 
same film -with the same fine grain and rich color saturation -
H;ollywood's top studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude is 
perfect for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, too. 
Shoot it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, 
it's economical. And remember, Seattle Film Works lets you choose 
prints or slides, or both, from the same roll. \ 
Try this remarkable film today! 
"I have never seen better pictures. And I have been taking pictures 
for many, many years. Am 100% sold!" _ -
Justin Buckley 
Panama City Beach, FL -------------• FREE Introductory Offer I 
D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. -I _ I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed I 
1
. is $2 for postage and handling. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
1 NAME _________________________ _ 
I ADDRESS _____________ I 
' I CITY ____________ STATE ___ ZIP I I 
I . 2471 ~ -I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
I 
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box 34056 Lookforlhissymbol=::::n;.il_ I 
Seattle, WA 98124 
· Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are nademarks of Easanan Kodak Co. Seattle FilmWorlcs is wholly separate from the manufacturer. Process ECN-11 
L _a=r=•i:iitedawjbbili.;.ot;;.~;;w - - - - - - .I 
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Sorority tush comes to close 
By Beth McCarthy 
Sororities on campus have 
been working over-time to 
project ·an appealing image 
these· past' two weeks to poten-
tial sisters who were participat-
ing in sorority rush. 
Two weeks of rushing culmi-
nated in "Bids Night" on Friday. 
Rushing consists of one infor-
mation night, which entails 
rushees visiting' each of the six · 
houses on campus; then two 
nights of mandatory parties at 
each-house. The rushees then 
narrow their choice houses 
-down until there is one left. 
During rush a group of :ten 
to fifteen rushees have a Rush 
Counselor, who serves as a 
"confidant" said Hunter. This 
confidant does not identify her 
house affiliation, in order to 
serve as a sounding board for 
the rushee_s she said. 
Each house has a quota, which 
was 32 pledges this fall accord-
ing to Cindy Cowan, President 
of the Penhellenic Council and 
a Phi Mu sister. The quota is 
calculated by dividing the total 
number of rushees by the 
number of sorority houses she 
said. · 
Three sororities achieved 
"quota plus," meaning they are 
over the quota for the academic 
year said Pitarys. Alpha Phi, Chi 
Omega, and Delta Zeta each 
gave out 35 bids this semester, 
meaning they will not be having 
spring rush to attract additional 
members. 
This year the quota 1s· higher 
than previously said Hunter. 
The introduction of Alpha Phi 
as an alternative selection, 
. according to Cowan, might 
account for that fact. 
"There is more interest be-
cause there are more choices, 
maybe," she said. 
Pam Pitarys, rush chairman 
for Alpha Phi, said she believes 
the next to nil rush drop-out 
rate has brought t1.dded rushees. 
"(It has been) a strong year 
of rushin-g," she said. 
Pitarys said that 50% of the 
rushees were sophomores, while 
the other half were first year 
students and juniors. But bid 
selection is "based on the per-
sons themselves, (not their year 
in college)," she said. 
Rush is sponsored by thePan-
Hel, which gives the rushees 
"as fair a chance as possible," 
according to Hunter. Pan-Hel 
rush rules govern all sororities 
at UNH. . 
After the rushees choose their 
prefered sorority one alumni 
from e-ach house creates a 
"matching bids list," according 
to Pitarys. Then the rushees 
, choose whether to accept the · 
bid she said. 
The evening following the 
bid acceptance is an evening of 
festivities which mark the end 
· of the rush process and the 






Marketing & 1nfo~tion 
P.O. Box 877 
Concord, NH 03302 (603) 225-6612 
. ' ' 
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The concrete banister to the stairs near Huddleston has been 
falling apart for nearly a year. (Craig Parker photo) 
- . ~ 
r----------~----~---------, 
DYES, I'm interested, please send me the complete preparat ion course checked below. I 
GRE o $149.00 
(Verbal, Quantitative, Analytical) 
• 11 hoursollecturetapes 
• 351 pagesol writtenmaterial 
GMAT o $179.00 
(Verbal. Quantitative) 
• 13hoursollecturetapes 
• 305 pages ol written material 
LSAT o $ 159.00 
(Logic and Writing Sample) 
• 9 hoursol lecture tapes 
• 180 pages ol writtenmaterial 
MCAT o $350.00 
(Physic~ Chemistry, Biology, Reading 
ComprehensiOf\ Quantitative Analysis 
and Interview Preparation) 
• 38 hours of lecture tapes 
• 10 79 pages ol written material 
DAT o $280.00 
(Chemistry, Biology, Math Skills. 
Perceptual Motor Ability Test plus 
Reading Comprehe'nsion and Interview 
Preparation) 
• 30 hours of lecture tapes 
• 1221 pages olwritten material 
D Please send me 
more information. 
Send to G.A.P.S., 500Third Ave. W., Box 34057, Seattle, WA 98124·1057 
Call Toll-Free 1·800-426-5537 ext. 1241 (A laska, Hawai i and 
Washington State Residents call (206) 281 -1241 ) 
Name ___ _ _ _____ _,,---,-,--- ---------
please print 
Address _ _ ________ -:-----,-:-- -- -------- . 
no p. o. boxes ·please 
City/State _ _________________ Zip _ _ _ _ 
Your exam date ________ __ School _ ____ ~-- --
Your phone no.1--__ __,, ______ ____________ _ 
VISA# _ _ _____ ~---· MC#----,--------
Expiraliondate_· __ Signature ________________ _ 
- ------- + - --cc---,,-,-.,,.,----
Course east· Postage/Handling•• 
·Washirl']lon Residents add 7.9% sales tax 
· ·Postage/Handling: $7 regular (2 weeks) or $14 Rush Air Delivery- No MCATs or 
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.Editorial 
It's just a case of beer 
Th~ entire field house debate is a big 
oppor,t_unity for this ye~r's student senate.-
-lt is an · opportunity for d::ie senate to show 
the student body and the University 
community that it is a representation of 
the students and not just an extension of 
the ·administration as it has been accused 
of in years past. 
The senate mu·st turn down the respon-
sibility of funding the field house project 
which has been so unceremoniously thrown 
upon the ·shoulders of the student body. 
If it does not it will be opening the door 
for a slew of further misuses of the students' 
money by the administration. 
the same lines as President Haaland's 
colorful metaphor, that the dollars from 
fee after insignificant fee, add up to a bulky 
sum? Perhaps if the average student and 
- his or her resour.ces were compared to a 
keg of beer, which has been considerably 
drained from a previous party ( tuition, room 
and board, etc) it would be clearer. 
As pitcher after insignificant pitcher 
goes by, the seemingly never ending stream 
of beer will eventually run dry. Big kegs 
go empty, so do wallets. " 
Single cases of beer or single fees of 15$ 
are not the issue here. The issue here is 
a disgusting policy the administration 
·follow·swhere students are expected to reach 
into their pockets every time the University 
decides to go shopping. The issue here is 
a prevailing attitude that students should 
carry the burden for the each University 
blunder. 
would come from the student body. 
The senate refused to pay; threatening 
to leave the trip without outsid~ funding. 
But lo and behold the money turned up 
where the administration had once over-
looked it. Whoops! . · 
But even if the money is not . there now, 
and the University accountants have ripped 
their hair out looking for alternatives, _it 
is.not the end of the gyms and it could s-ignal 
ari end to inappropriate taxing. The gyms 
are not going any place, this is not a one 
shot deal. They can add the gyms when the 
money ·has been acquired -from other 
sources, rather than the easy,- quickie 
solution of a student fee. Donations from 
the private sector, fundraisers and voluntary 
fees · are several viable solutions; · 
This attitude that we can give in one mo're 
time is unnacceptable. 
Come on, it's only "a case beer" according 
to Pres-ident Haaland. WelJ, students are 
still giving up cases from when the 
administration knocked on their dunr with 
a mandatory fee for fixing up the the MUB, 
and case after ca~e is going into the building 
of the new health facility. 
If the administration keeps up this style 
of creative financing the cases -of-unpur-
chased beer from each student will even-
tually be plentiful -~nough to fill a Michelob 
truck, and Haaland's goal of a dry home-
coming could be a reality · 
The senate should not be daunted by the 
threats of dashing the students' dreams 
of recreational space by not funding the 
gyms. Look at the last. time they stood up 
and said "no·~ to the administration. It · 
happened spring of last year when the 
administration informed them that the only 
Show some spine Senators, and turn down 
any mandatory fees. Beed the wisdom of 
Weight Watchers. Before you shove that 
Twinkie in your mouth which look~ so 
enticing, think about how you wiU feel about 
9nce it is too late. · 
Bryap Alexander 
News Editor 
How ca13 one ?,ccurately express,_ along · funds available for the model U.N.
 trip 
. . . t j 
· ,1 
-------------------------------~------------------------. 
To the Editor: 
As a female member of the 
college community, I find myself 
very upset by what I consider the 
excess amount of publicity concern-
ing rape, sexual abuse, and sexual 
assault.-
Like many others, I have been 
raped- not on.ce, but two times. The 
first time was as a small child and 
was very brutal; the second instance 
has been here ac'UNH Hence, each 
time I see a flyer, publicity in the 
paper, or a bulletin board on the 
topic I am once again deeply upset. 
. It is impossible to avoid all of the 
publicity, and when it is encoun-
tered I feel as if I am reliving both 
experiences. I am sure I a;n noi: 
alone in this feeling. 
I do agree that the issue needs 
co be addressed, and it has. Now 
I think that it is being over-
addressed and people are saying, 
:·oh, it's just more information on 
rape ... big deal." It is a big deal, 
especially to those who have been 
through it. But it is also a big deal 
to be forced to remember incidences 
that we would much rather forget. 
Coping with being raped is difficult, 
as is forgetting it; those who would 
like to be able to forget the expe- -
rience are not able to due in part · 
to the publicity. Please, for a 
moment stop thinking of preven-
tion and instead think of the 
victims. 
Sherri L. White 
Waste 
To the Editor: 
During the past few months of 
attendance at UNH, it has come 
to my attention that the University 
has been using human waste on it's 
grounds . It is apparent in many 
places where wood chips have be_en . 
used for landscaping. The shrubs 
in front of Conant Hall and in back 
of the MUB are just a couple of 
examples. . , 
There is an abund_ance of plastic 
tampon applicators lying amongst 
the wood chips . These are not 
biodegradable, and consequently 
will not disappear. They are, how-
.ever, quite repulsive, and a tref!lend-
ous eyesore. 
Assuming the University is using 
only sterilized waste from a waste 
treatment plant, there is no health 
hazard of germs and bacteria. Even 
so, the University has to uphold 
a respectable image. 
If UNH continues to use sewage 
· for fertilizing or landscaping pur-
poses, then the applicators will 
continue to accumulate. Since they 
are not biodegradable, they will be 
even more noticeable after a few 
years of accumulation. -
I feel that UNH should take 
immediate action to clean-up the 
existing "eyesores" around campus, 
and discontinue the use of human 
waste on it's ·grounds. . 
John T. Koenig 
UNH senior 
Seabrook 
To the Editor: 
Ao Open Letter to Judge Helen 
Hoyt, Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion: 
Madam: 
This letter is written on behalf 
of my constituents in the Towns 
of Hampton, including Hampton 
Beach, and Hampton Falls, N.H 
I have been an elected member 
of the N.H. House of Represen-
tatives since 1979, having been 
elected five times by the two towns 
abutting the Seabrook nuclear plant. 
As such elected official, I feel 
compelled to write this letter to 
make you aware of the fact that the 
nuclear power plant licensing pro-
ces~ is already held in very low 
esteem, not only . here on · the 
Seacoast of N .H ., but throughout 
the State. For this Board to now 
exlcude the public froin the oppor-
tunity to take part in these f ioal 
proceedings_ by ruling against public 
hearings will, I assure you, only add 
to the public perc~ption that the 
NRC does see its role as one of 
promoting the licensing of this 
plant, rather than its intended .role 
of regulation and protection of the 
public. 
When you make your final de-
cision on these public "hearings," 
and when you make your decision 
on how safe is "safe" in the licensing 
process, I trust you will remember 
that this is st.ill a democarcy and 
a nation of laws. 
Rightly· or wrongly, many beJieye r-- - --- - - - -----; 
that, by your past actions on similar I -------------..J 
matters, you have shown contempt I --------- i 
for the public. Should yo:1 exlude I - · I 
public_testimony from this hearing, I ,~ 7.,,.1·te· Letters, 
}'OU will have clearly demonstrated VI' j • 
contempt for the entire N.H. (________ ___ I 
Congressional Delegation, all of 1------ - ·. · I 
whom are on record to the contrary. I . h ,::-_J • f I 
~s this really in anyone's best I to t e LLilfor.· • 
mterest? I I 
Roberta C. Pevear, Rep .. L----------· I-
Rockingham District #17 ~---:---- I 
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University orum 
When will it end?· By Warner Jones 
The students are addressing 
the mos_t con.troversial and · 
highly · debated issue that we 
have bee·n faced with in many 
years. The issue that confronts 
~ us is the question of whether 
the students_ should support a 
mandatory fee to fund two 
recreational gyms to be added 
to the field house facility. 
This su.mmer . the Student 
Senate Summer Quorum, 15 
members, failed a proposal to 
increase our recreational fee in · 
order to construct two rec gyms. 
The sfaten .. enc was as follows: 
" ... that we will not now nor in 
the future fund field house 
renovations with mandatory 
student fees." · 
Late last spring, as the admin-
istration slowly q.me to the 
conclusion that the · renovation 
project was going to come in 
over budget, they moved down 
their check list of alternative 
funding and came up with the 
following· options to consider: 
-University of New Hamp-
shire budgets/ reserves- NO, 
couldn't. find a penny to desig-
nate toward the renovations 
deficit. 
-New Hampshire State. 
Legislature- NO, it would be too 
· embarassing to go back to the 
,state for more funding, when 
the state believes it had already 
funded the -entire proje~t. 
-Capital Campaign fundrais-
ing drive from provate sources-
NO, can't approach alumni and 
corporations because they are 
. not incetested in donating 
"bricks and mortar." But in fact 
both the renovations to T-Hall 
and Conant Hall were funded 
from private sources!! 
-Student mandatory fe·es- . 
BINGO! Why not ask the stu-
dents? If they want it badly 
enough they will pay for it! · 
In early April 1987, the UNH 
administration was awakened encourage discussion. The prop- · ures (discrepancies of hundreds 
to the fact that renovations to osal had "holes" in. it though, of thousan9s of dollars). 
. the field house were $1.5 million and figures received that day "AND, I disagree with the 
over budget and that the stu- did not check with President way that the University admin-
dents would have to ~over the Haaia_rid's figures. At that point, istration falls hack on student 
. deficit through mandatory fees. I urged that we restrict debate mandatory fees to cover up their 
In late April 1987, the in the interest of time, and that mistakes." We are currently 
members o{ the Student Senate the proposal. be tabled -(not · paying off_MUB renovation~ at 
approached President Haaland voted upon) ·at the end of the a cos.t of $10 a year. Last year · 
on his doorstep. He was asked meeting. Debate ensued and _we a accepted to pay back a loan 
co add-ress what he would be advocates of pro and con spoke. on the new health facility at $15 
doingbetweenAprilandAugust · As the meeting came to a close, a year. Will the students ·two 
(the · time tha.t the Student a point was made that if we place · years from now be apprnving 
Senate Summer Quorum would the .bill on the table, it may give a mandatory fee of $20 per year 
be meeting). As he stood there the administration the impres- to fund an addition,to the library 
in his stocking feet, he literalUy · sion that we were considering or a new ~cademie- building? As 
pledged to go door to door - a 50/50 split. At this point, my one student said, "I didn't come 
(himself) and beat the pave- · original intent to table th7 item here to build buildings!" 
ment to raise the needed funs changed to my intent to fail the I propose that we, as students, 
from private sources. GUESS bill. In my:opinion, a tabled bill not approve a mandatory fee 
WHAT?! conveys that there is a consenus to fund the two rec gyms. ·Every 
As Summer Quorum ap- on the item and I don't feel that indication' leads me to believe 
proached, it was determined a tabled bill would be represen- that without student mandatory 
that actually NOTHiNG HAD tative of the Student Senate last fees, the rec gyms will not be 
BEEEN DONE to raise the Sunday. built this year. What this means: 
funds for the field house 'ten- My encour~ging the Senate -,that the core renovations 
ovations and that it WASN'T to fail the bill Sunday in no way (indoor track, women's locker 
EVEN A PRIORITY for fun- · exemplified my feelings that room, gym_nastics · gym, and 
dra:ising in rhe future! I was opposed to the idea, it was training facility) will be con-
Due to the lack' of research simply on the approach that I structed as scheduled and funded 
, a.nd effort put into the possi- did not wish to be confronted with monies from thje legisla-
bility of alternative support for , _by the administration to nego- · ture ($3.8 m>_and UNH budgets. 
the renovations and the fact that tiate ·the merit of the proposal. -that in no way does this mean 
. the President was unsure of the I will add, though, that at the . : that the two r<;c.gyms a.r~ lost. 
actual additional costs, the bill time of writing this letter, I have -That the rec. gyms would 
was failed unanimously. decided against any mandatory have the possibility to go out 
Last Sunday night, with fe~ for the reasons stated in this to ·rebid in the upcoming years 
school back in sessio-n and the forum. to establish a lower construction 
full Senate present, it was "I disagree with the manner fee and to determine if this is 
decided that the whole Senate of how these renovations were actually what we want and need. 
should make a statement on the developed, prepared and pres- -that a comniitte of sn~dents, 
additional gyms. ented." There has been no · faculty, staff and administration 
In the -interest. of facilitating student input in the last ten · will be established to address. 
discussion, I brought up a bill years on the field house reno- th current re·novation and con-
that sugge~ted a 50/ 50 split for vations. struction of the core•facility and 
student/ administration funding "I disagree with the organ- to prioritize options of future 
per year for the field houdse. ization of the project." The additions to the field house. 
This was proposed as a com- planning and initial implemen- I would now like to address 
promise to the two extreme tation was very poor, and mis- the ·issue of "losing" the two 
views of 100% funding and 0% communication abounds on rec gyms. I encourage all of you 
funding by the students. It was most discussion. The· most blar- not to look at it as lpsing two 
hoped that this would be the ant example would be the in- gyms, but as gaining a new core 
least controversial approach to consistency in construction fig- facility and major renovations 
that will increase its usability 
immensely. The gymnastics 
gym will be equipped with 
removable equipment and mats 
and there is the possibility that 
this . multipuropose room ~ould 
be used for indoor soccer, floor 
hockey and vofleyball. · The 
indoor track will pave the dirt 
Sl)rface removed and the whole 
interior will be covered with an 
all-purpose durable surfac~. 
Moveable basketball hoops and· 
· volleyball nets will increase 
intramural playing space greatly 
free up the main gym for other 
varsity and rec sports. 
Let's wait and get the rec 
gyms done right the first time. 
The original field house was 
constructed overbudget and 
corners were cut and opions 
were sacrificed. LET'S NOT 
MAKE THE SAME MIST AKE' 
AGAIN! A year from now. we . 
can Have concre.te bids and actual 
costs to work with. There is also 
the possibility that by that time, 
enough interest will have been 
generated in the private sector 
to offset the cost of the addi-
tional i;-ec gyms with donations. 
There will be a bill in S~nate 
within the next few weeks to 
prop~se ~'n optional s'tudent fee 
to monetarily support the future 
additions/ renovations to the 
field house 
Show your support for the 
gyms by paying the optional fee 
i1;1 the future, but · show your 
support for ending mandatory 
fees for construction of build-
ings by informing your repre-
sentative to vote ''naye" to any 
fee. 
Do your part in ending this 
arb1rary abuse of procedure and 
stude.nt mandary planning by 
the administration! When will 
it end? 
Warner Jones is the Student 
Body President 
Let's not blow it By Jay Gould 
We as a student body have an obligation to ourselves 
to let it be knownn that we want our additional recreational 
gymnasiums to be built. Many proposals have been voiced 
before the Student Senate in favor of not funding or 
partially funding the additional gyms. These proposals 
would leave us with one thing for certain: NO NEW 
GYMS. President Haaland has already ~tated that funding · 
the cost of the rec. gyms is not feasible considering the -
insecure financial status of the University. The University 
has secured $3.8 million for renovating the "core" facilities 
in the fieldhouse from the legislature. It has long been 
a concern and a priority of the student body to have 
additional recreational gyms for OUR use. 
President Haala.nd has already stated, "We blew it!", 
in reference to the administrations' lack of communication 
with the Student Senate, but voting against this -fee will 
not punish Gordon Haaland, it will punish the student 
body. Let the political games end and the rec·reational 
sports begin. , 
According to Mike O'Neil, direqor of Athletics and 
Recreational Sports, 89 teams were cut from the intramural · 
sports program last fall due to the lack of recreational 
gym space. We cannot let this continue. Let's fund the 
recreational gyms with student fees at a minimal cost 
of approximately $7.00 per semester per student in order 
t0 have the rec. gyms that are in such high demand by 
the students. We are the direct beneficiaries of our own 
funding.- · · 
This funding would not be giving in to the demands 
of the administration because in actuality the additional 
recreational gyms are not even on-the priority list of 
the administration. If we fund the two additional gyms 
then we -should create a Students Athletics Council directly 
responsible for overseeing the allocated funds as well 
as organizing the scheduling of the gyms for student 
use. This council, which would report to the senate, could 
consist of one representative from each of .the areas 
involved in student life dealing with recreational sports. 
This would enable students to have direct control over 
the allocated funds for their fees. __ 
Because of this honest and willing effort by students 
to fund the_additional two recreational gymnasiums,. 
President Haaland and the administration must under-
stand the seriousness of student concerns . Capital 
fundraising driv.es must be initiated by the administration 
in order to fund privately aU projects in the near future 
because of the willingness of students to sacrifice now. 
Student funding is the only alternative if we are to have 
these two recreational gyms. 
Many have suggested that we can meet our needs with 
the· renovated "core" fie1dhouse alone ~ithout the 
additional gyms. That philosophy is both unreasonable 
and unrealistic. Unreasonable in that students have a 
right to use the facility that these gyms will provide for 
recreational sports as well as a fine space for popular 
entertainment that the renovated "core" facility _cou:ld 
never provide. Unrealistic in that this "core" facility 
could never provide for the needs of a growing University 
Comrr:rnnity such as ours. . 
We cannot be blinded· by the skewed view of the political 
value of not "caving in" t0 the administration that we 
lose ·our central focus behind the whole discus-sion: we 
NEED additional recreational gyms. We must lecour 
Student Senate know ·exactly how we feel on this is.sue 
and express to them the importance of such a facility. 
We have the opportunity to send a clear message of unity 
to the administration by supporting these minimal fees 
for additional gyms. By demo.nstrating unity on this issue 
we demand respect with decisions regarding students 
concerns. The basic question behind all of the concerns 
over the funding of the reci:.eational gyms should not 
be the political value of confronting the administration 
at the expense of the two recreational gyms. LET'S NOT 
BLOWIT!!! 
Jay Gould is the SFU 
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Tickets on sale Wed. Oct. 7th at 1 p.m. 
- at .the MUB Ticket Office 
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Stone Music Portland Symphony 
New Music Night 
Stone Church · 
September 2_4, 1987 
By Jim Carroll 
Last Thursday's New Music 
night, held at the Stone Church 
in Newmarket, co -sponsored 
by Re:Ports and Fishtraks stu-
dios of Portsmouth, was some~ 
what chaotic, at times entertain-
ing, blah, blah, blah ... The 
majority of the bands were good 
(there were three). Despite the 
rather manic pace of listening 
to th:ree completely different 
bands - Gandhi's Lunchbox, 
The Monsignors, and Steak-
house- some people did dance 
. and a few of the lyrics....were 
heard. 
The eveQ.ing suffered from 
a poor sound mix, infused much 
too heavily with feedback, ' 
garbled sound, and either too 
loud or not loud enough instru-
ments. -Th~ logistics of produc-. 
ing a show with three bands 
must be difficult, but when the 
sound man is also the emcee and 
the promoter, the quality of the 
show suffers. 
in the long run, is more impor-
tant than .a perfectly · mixed 
sound system,. , 
The Monsignors followed, 
playing in a much more sµbtle 
,and interesting manner - much 
in the fashion of the Velvet 
· Underground, but different. The 
bassist looked much like Sterling 
Morrison and the singer was as 
deadpan as Buster Keaton. 
' Mixing a country sound with 
drone and feedback, they per-
formed such original songs as 
"Pretty" and 'Tm a Good Man," 
sneaking in a bit of raunchy, wild 
guitar, but focusing on their 
. repetitive but tastefully poetic 
lyrics. This is a band to follow. 
· They are very good. ' 
Steakhouse came on last, after 
most people had already drunk 
their fi-11 and left. They suffered 
the most from the poor sound 
mix but did not complain. The 
drums were overly loud (and 
very good), the guitar was not 
loud enough, and the bass was 
totally lost somewhere in be-
tween. Forget about the vo~als, 
they couldn't be heard. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Johnson Theater 
September 25, 1987 
By Arthur Lizie 
Last Friday night, The Por-
tland Symphony Orchestra 
(PSO) perfromed a trio of 
European pieces. which dis-
played the dual aspect of per: 
formance music, talent and 
emotion. It is the mixture of 
these quite separate elements 
which combine to offer the 
listener the unequaled delight 
of listening to music. At times, 
the PSO· achieved this goal, 
mostly with talent, .at others, 
they fell short of the mark, 
.. mostly with emotion. 
Led by the rather uncharis-
matic conductor T oshiyuki Shim-
ad a, the Orchestra plaied · 
through a program of three 
pieces. The first half of the show 
consisted of Enesco' s Rumanian 
Rhapsody No. 1 in A Major, Op. 
11, and Rachmaninoff's Con-
certo No. 1 for Piano and 
Orchestra in F-sharp Minor, Op. 
1. Following the intermission 
the audience was treated to 
Rimsky-Koraskov's Symphonic 
Suite; 11Scheherazaden (after _ 
"The Thousand Nights and a 
Nightn), Op. 35. The set was 
But while a poor sound mix 
is aggravating, it cari also be 
overlooked. D nfortunately the 
singer for Gandhi's Lunchbox 
Ironically, Steakhouse was 
probably the best band of the 
evening. They are tight and fast, 
they are well rehearseµ, an4 they;,, 
not marked by diversity, rather The Portland Symphony Orchestra, conducted by 
by a- cohesiveness which ~nfor- -
turi3:.tely grew dull at times. Toshiyuki Shimada,itppeared Friday at the Johnson Theater. 
~ "/, , • :1- . ~-· 
:.,,·.,-.. , Enescds ,Rumanian Rhas -· ~. 
pody No. 1 in A Major, Op. 1 T, 
the opening piece, began with 
an unexpected woodwind intro 
and grew even more unpredic-
table from there. The playful 
dance then went on to feature 
gypsy-like violin solos, and 
romantic orchestral runs which 
· . this piece was a little binoo long 
to demand total interest through-
out. Ms . Imreh 'received two 
curtain calls from the Johnson 
Theater crowd. 
After a brief intermission, the 
. evening continued and con-
c;luded with Rimsky-Korsakov's 
Symphonic Suit.e, "Schehera -
zaden ( after 11The Thousand 
Nights and a Night'1), Op. 35. 
Much like the original tales of 
the.slave girl Scherehazade, the 
-brought to mind' sword fights 
in flowery fields. Most of the 
melodies were variation~ on 
Rumanian folk times. 
The second . piece, Rachma-
ninoff..' s Concerto No . 1 for 
Piano and Orchestra in A Minor, 
Op. 1, featured the talents of 
native Romanian Gabriela Im-
reh. U nfike Ms. Imreh' s flowery 
dress, this piece was rather sad 
and often sentimental. Erratic 
at times, Concerto went from 
moments of break ·neck speed 
Steakhouse, pictured here, appeared along with Gandhi's 
· Lunchbox and The Monsignors, last Thursday at the Stone 
Church. 
·_ to passages of dour and dreary · 
emptiness. Although quite im-
pressive and more than adept, 
could not, throwing somewhat 
of a ta,ntrum_ and vowing not to 
sing . till the microphone was 
fixed. The mike was not fixed 
and - surprise- the singer was 
forced to act professionally and 
sing anyway. That was the 
evening's low point. 
The evening's high points 
were most definitely musical 
though. Starting off with Gand-
hi's Lunch(>Ox, the music was 
loud, raunchy, and on the whole 
play the kind of frantic prog-res-
s i ve music that is heard too 
much and played too little. They _ 
are young and talented and 
i deserving bf better cirtumstan-
ces in which to perform. Their 
last number, a pllnk version of 
Johnny Cash's "Fulsom Prison 
Blues," was very good and was 
surprisingly well augmented by 
a mea,rrharmonica solo by emcee 
Doug Simmons.· This band is 
also very good and should be 
sought out. 
good. Lunch box mixed a few If this show, one in a series 
decent originals with covers - of New Music Nights, is an 
such as the Who's "Can't Ex- , indication of the new music 
plain," the Yardbirds' "For Your around, then what is around is 
Love," and a couple of X tunes, good. It would be nice if next 
cranked them up loud and fast, time the sound system was 
and spaced them out with the handled by a sound engineer, 
obligatory guii:ar solos. While but one can't always have ev- i 
· sections of this piece wove a 
hypnotic web of intrigue and 
delight over the listener. . · 
. The opening sections, "The -
Sea and Sinbad's Ship," "The 
Story of the Kalarrdar Prince,'.' 
and "The Young Prince and 
The Young Princess," although . 
at times quite difficult to follow, 
introduced the listener to the 
tale . and, in the last· section, 
played out a joyous tale of young 
love. In this part, the violin, the 
harp, and the bassoon were 
especially noteworthy, 
, The most enjoyable sections 
of this number were the forceful 
sea voya.ges, "The Sea"_ and "The 
Ship Goes to Pieces on a Rock." 
Both of these were highlighted 
by stunning bass sounds,, deep 
enough to shake the floor of the 
theater, and a whirwind orches-
tral thump loud enough to wake 
the dead from sleep. The even-
ing closed quietly with the light 
''Contlusion." 
The theater again rumbleq 
as ML Shimada was called out 
four times by thunderous ap -
plause. Although the four cur-
tain calls were not wholly de-
s.crved, it was delightful to see 
an audience enjoy an evP .... '. 
of music so much. 
not quite acheiving originality, erything. What the Ne'Y Music • 
their playing is danceable and Night does provide, though, is The UNH Theater Department presents the musical Runaways October 2-10 in the Johnson 
rehearsed. They seem to have some damn good music, and :r'heater, PCAC. Peggy Ellis, Sarah Chorney, and Tony Carnes (I tor) are members of the 
fun with what they do, which, shouldn't that· really qe all. ensemble cast. For details, call the UNH ticket office at (603) 862-2290. 
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Hap_pf-2 -Try A PiL. 
\11:J\sl tL ll1A&E Ui11i£!) 
guitar drone· that hits like a pile 
of bricks. There is the vocal yow 1 
that barks the impending doom. 
Unlike Album/Cassette/CD, 
this is a much brighter record 
with much more chance of 
garnering some, laugh as you 
may, AOR play. 
The second side of the disc 
is by far the better. It opens with 
"Hard Times," a Crimson-ish 
rockin' tune. This anthem for 
the down and out (what's new) 
features splashes of metal gui-
tar, and some mean slide guitar 
hidden way down in the mix. 
"Angry" will be a delight- to 
PiL fans iF only for the famous 
Lydon trill on the lines, "You 
are fashionable/Like any other 
trend/You follow on, pose, 
pretend/You, you a're not your 
own person." Johnny's probably 
laughing all ~he way to the bank 
with that line. 
"Fat Chance Ho.tel," which 
may as well have Ozzy Osbourne 
.t"uouc Image um1teo on lead vocals, drones in and 
Happy? s~ipped Neil Armstrong but _ out td an enjoyable end, then 
Virgin Records - d1dn t dare to go to the moon, introduces a nice, unusual for 
By Arthur Lizie people worship Johnny Rotten the band, instrumental coda. 
but wouldn't have the guts to The first side is likeable but 
Put the needle down on the swe~r on live TV. it all pretty much sound; the 
record and the music comes on, In a few ways, Johnny's old same. "Seattle " a semi-funk 
a · rumble of bass and drums band is qu_ite similar to another tune, as funky ~s PiL can get, 
splashed with ripping guitar. band of p10neers, The Beatles. is sure to make the folks in that 
This could be anyone. But once Both split up because they Northwestern city happy. "The 
the vocals .hit the speakers, the couldn't . stand one another Body" fights the good fight but 
whining, trilling, obnoxious anymore; Bot~ bowed out o~ live loses it in the boring chorus: 
drone of a squashed bug, then . _ appearances rn San Fr.anosco, "Save Me," which closes the 
it could only be one person, unbeknownst to the world. Both side, blends a hypnotic whirl 
Johnny Lydon, front man for had one member that made the to the dance of sands and 
Public Image Limited. headlines up until their death scorpions. . 
Johnny is a legend and a hero: on the front page of The New Happy? is the best record that · 
He'·s not the gunslinging .hero York Post. Both had another PiL has put out in a couple of 
of the old west or even the '80s member pursue a solo career at I ' ·-1 h y~ars. t s more commercia t . en 
talk-yours e 1 f.- o u i.-0 f - any- first successful, then, eventually past attempts, yet it's still close 
situation hero a la Ronnie predictable. Not that this has enough to the edge to make the 
Reagan and Ollie North. He is anything to do with Happy?. trip worthwhile.Johnny Lydon's 
a legend because he_did it first, Happy?, like the last few PiL a total jerk, but as long as he 
though not necessanly best, and albums, is a tongue-in-cheek keeps making good music like 
·a h~ro b~cause peopl: want t,0 _ _ march to the apocalypse: There _ this, he will keep his audience, 
be like him, but they JUSt don t is the wall of sound embedded and maybe even gain a few more 
have the guts: People wor- in the bass, drums, and rhythm members. 
Pictured here, Jack Nicholson, Cathleen Turner, director John Huston, and Angelica Huston, as 
they appeared in Prizzi's Honor, a must rent video release. 
By Robert Hallworth the kindness of my heart, I have 
Nowadays, just about eve- · decided to suggest a few of my 
ryone has access to a VCR. personal favorites (ncjt that 
Among the responsibilities of anyone asked me) (J didn't-ed.) 
VCR ownership is the task of because I think you'll enjoy 
choosing which tapes to rent. them, too. So here, in no specific 
And eventually, recting comes order, are my twenty favorite 
to the point of choosingbetween available in most rental loca-
something you've never heard tions. 
of or something you don't care The Graduate-One of my 
about, simply because you've most favorite movies of all time, 
seen everything else that the it stars Dustin Hoffman, Anne 
video store has to offer. Out of_ Bancroft,_and Kathe~ine Ross. 
It's a story about growing up 
and all the problems connected 
with it. Mike Nichols, director, 
does _a great job and Hoffman 
is at his best in this funny and 
complicted love story. 
A Clockwork Orange-Stanley 
Kubrick's futuristic look at a 
nearly anarch_i:stic society stars 
Malcolm McDowell. It's a look 
at an ultra-violent world, and 
is a shocking psychological 
analysis of the criminal m~nd. 
Mailer's Wailer 
Tough Guys Don't Dance 
A Cannon Film 
By Marc Mamigonian 
"It's been a bad five days," 
Tim Madden (played by Ryan 
O'Neal) announces near the 
beginning of Norman Mailer's 
adaption of his own novel. A 
bad five days? Either this guy 
is himself the undisputed master 
of understatement, or he's been 
reading too much Hemingway. 
A bad five days? The guy's wife 
had left him about a month ago, 
and within a five day period, he 
has seen virtually everydne he 
knows get murdered, commit 
suicide, or be decapitated. A 
bad five days? Geez! Of course, . 
we are in Norman Mailer ter-
ritory here. · 
The plot to this logic defying 
film is so utterly convoluted that 
if I attempted a synopsis of any 
kind, we .would all be here until 
next Easter (besides, my me-
mory burned out trying to 
remember all of the plot twists) . 
For this film, then, I offer two 
possible explanations, not that 
one can really explain a work 
that is ,entirely the product of 
one very brilliant man's fertile 
imagination. 
· Explanation number one is 
that Tough Guys Don't Dance 
is the most self-indulgent, de-
praved, improbable set of film 
noir ...1cliche' s to come chugging 
down the track since Blue 
Velvet . It seems 1,ike'ly that 
Mailer has been reading way too 
much Raymond Chandler, 
which wo1,1ld explain why eve-
ryone (except Ryan O'Neal) 
plays like they just warrdered 
in from a remake_ of The Big 
Sleep or Farewell, My Lovely. 
O'Neal's father, for example 
is a great hulking mass of man 
who has lost his hair because 
of chemotherapy and who 
makes Humphrey Bogart look 
like a cub scout. After all of the 
deaths and decapitations (please 
don't ask me how it all hap-
pened) which produce a surplus 
of cadavers and severed heads 
about O'Neal' s. house, his dad 
comes out with the statement 
that it's time to "deep-six the 
heads" (instantly one of my 
favorite lines of all time), which 
he does, by sinking them in the 
waters off Provincetown, on the 
Cape, where most of the film 
takes place. By i:he end of it all, 
there are so many heads. and 
bodies below the calm waters 
of the Atlantic that I do.n't really 
know how ships will be able to 
pass through without dredging 
tip some heads. And to top .it 
all off, there is a ludicrous happy 
ending, reuniting O'Neal with 
his true love, played by Isabella 
Rossellini, w_ho lives happily 
ever afte-r (I guess) on the 
money her husband was to have 
made on a coke deal. Is this 
making any sense to you? I 
would hate to think that I am 
the only one who's lost. 
Explanation number two is 
that Tough Guys Don't Dance 
is the most riveting, mind-
expanding, and utterly black 
comic collection of film-noir 
cliche' s since, well, Blue Velvet. 
To say .that this film i's never 
boring would be akip to saying 
.that the pope is "kinda Cathol-
ic." Mailer is relentless in his 
assault on all of the film noir 
traditions we know and love -
the deadly but gorgeous woman 
in white, the scheming homo-
sexual, the corrupt police chief, 
and so on - until we are no 
longer sure if he is being serious 
with us or if he has been pulling 
our leg from the opening credits. 
As you can see, the two expla-
nations of this film are by no 
means mutually exclusive - in 
fact they are integrally related. 
It is not every movie that 
makes you unsure if you should 
laugh or recoil in horror at the 
sight of a severed blonde head, 
and thank God for that. Films 
of this type (all four of them) 
are very disturbing because they 
make you actually enjoy seeing 
unspeakable things happen. In 
the case of Tough Guys Don't 
Dance this is primarily because 
the people so richly deserve the 
ends that they come to. 
I can only begin to fathom 
what was running through 
Mailer's mind when he set out 
to begin this project. Evidently, 
it is quite faithful to his own 
novel, but it maintains the 
illusion that the whole cast is 
making the story up as they go 
along, all except for O'Neal, who 
is sore of the only normal person 
on ha~d (normal being very 
relative in a film populated by 
grotesques). He gives the best 
performance that he's managed 
in a long, long time; it is 
surprising that 'he chose to 
appear in such an incredibly · 
non-commercial fillll, one that 
will certain.ly not increase his 
· box office appeal, but which 
should help hiin regain some 
critical credibility. 
Everyone else in the film 
hams it up magnificently, es-
pecially John Bedford Lloyd as 
O'N eal' s wife's first . h_usband 
and Lawrence Tierney as 
O'N eal' s father - they really 
seem like their having fun. 
In short, this extraordinary 
film has a kind of road-kill 
appeal at times; you often don't 
want to look at it, but it is so 
grotesquely fascinating that you 
have to look. It is handsomely 
made, and should establish 
Mailer as a bona-fide director, 
albeit an eccentric one. Al-
though his direction lacks any 
distinctive style, he never lets 
the pace slow down, leaving the 
viewer rather exhausted once 
the dust setdes. And, as if all 
of that wasn't enough ( and, good 
God, it ?hould be), this film 
gives a whole new and entierly 
literal meaning to the saying 
"heads will roll." 
This movie is intense, make sure ple. The camera work is unbe-
to see it if you already haven't. lievable and great. performances 
Caddyshack-Yes, Caddyshack! are given by both Welles and 
If you like Rodney Dangerfield, Joseph Cotten. This is one of 
you'll love this movie. The story tl!e great cl,assics and should not 
involves the goings-on in.a posh be missed by anyone. 
country club and watches it Play It Again, Sam-One of the 
plunge into chaos when Rodney lesser known Woody Allen 
shows up. Bill Muarry also stars movies, this is one of his best. 
as . Carl the ,demented assistant It follows the plight of Mr. Allen 
greenskeeper. Sure it's a silly a_s he is torn between love of his 
movie, but it will keep you friend's wife and his conscience. 
laughing. It is Woody Allen, what else can 
Citizen Kan.e-Orson Welles' one say? · 
masterpiece, voted best movie The Reanimator-Based on an 
of all time for the last four H.P. Lovecraft story, this is one 
decades, is a movie about money, . 
power, and how it affects peo- _,:VIDEO, page 19 
--VIDEO,--
_(continued from page 18) 
of the funniest, goriest, and 
most entertaining movies avail-
able on video cassette. If you like 
horror movies, don't think 
twice, just rent 
A nadeus-Mozarr' s trium-
phantly tragic life" is followed 
in this film that won the Oscar 
for best picture, best actor (F. 
Murray Abraham), and bes_t 
director (Milos Forman), among 
:other things. Ir's a beautifully 
photographed picture with lots 
of great music and some extraor-
dinary performances. 
Dr. Strange/ave-Another film 
by Kubrick, it deals w·irh nuclear 
weapons l').nd how utterly rid-
iculous they are. Peter Sellers 
is perhaps at his best wpile 
handling three different roles. 
It is black humor· at its best. 
Angel Heart-Directed by Alan 
Parker (Birdy, The Wall), this 
is an intense suspense story. It 
stars Mickey Rourke and Lisa 
Bonet and tell the story of a 
private investigator who gets 
tangled up in a routine case. It 
has a very surprising ending that . 
will shock many. This movie is 
a must see. 
Blue Velvet-With Dennis 
Hopper playing a psychotic 
weirdo (what else can he play), 
you can't go wrong. Isabella 
Rossalini also stars in this 
sometimes shocking, sometimes 
amu~ing, but always interesting 
movie. 
The General-Perhaps out of 
place on-this .mostly contem-
porary list·, -I couldn't resist 
opting for this ,Buster Keaton 
classic. It is one of the funniest 
movies that I've ever seen. The · 
_ fact that it is silent only adds 
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, to Keaton's outrageous physical 
prowess. It's another of my 
favorites. 
Legend-Directed by Ridley 
Scoq (Alien, Blade Runner), 
this is one of the most beauti- . 
fully filmed movies that I have 
ever seen. Every frame would 
make a beautiful portrait. The · 
plot is kind of hooky, and it does 
star Tom Cruise, bur ifyou're 
a cine·matbgraphy buff, this is 
the film for you. 
Scarface-What movie list 
would be complete without at 
least one Al Pacino movie? This 
movie is not for the faint of 
heart or stomach. It follows th~ 
rise and fall of a Cuban mafia 
leader and his internal dilemnas. 
This is perhaps Pacino's finest 
role, and is on my top ten list 
of all rime·. 
Animal Crackers-The Marx 
Brothers' second movie is one 
of their most outrageous. Classic 
lines like, "and if you take 
cranberries and stew them like 
apple sauce, they taste much 
more like prunes then rhubarb 
does," make it nearly impossible 
to make heads or tails out of this 
movie. Regardless, it's a chis-
sically funn·y and outrageous 
film. ' 
Duck Soup-Another Ma.rx 
classic, this is probably their 
most famous. It follows the 
exploits of Rufus T. Firefly as 
he · takes his place as head of 
Freedonia. When he takes office,-
the country takes a nose dive, 
of course. The ending is perhaps 
the funniest scene ever filmed. 
If you.have anything resembling . 
a sense of humor, rent Duck · 
Soup. 
After Hours-This Kafkaesque 
drama/ comedy stars Griffin 
;j , \ ~ \. . " ~ . , .. ' , • J ~ ; i ... \ .. ' . .. . \,, .:J, • J 
~ 1'~"1 ,. ).,>, ", i _-, ~ ,,) ,\.- .t ,: ·;w;,._, 1 
) 
Dunne. It'-s an outrageous look 
at one man's struggle to have 
a night out. Along the way, he;s 
pestered, ripped-off, and framed 
for murder. It's an amazing film, 
and a bargain at twice the price 
of a rental. 
Monty Python and The Holy 
Grail-I have literally seen this 
film dozens of times, and it still 
makes me laugh. If you've seen 
it, watch it again; if you.haven't 
what the heck are you waiting 
for? 
Young Frankenste in-In my 
opinion, this is Mel Brooks' best 
film. It involves the trials and 
tribulations of young Victor 
Frankenstein (pronounced 
Fronk-en-steen) and his faithful 
companion Igor (pronounced 
Eye-gore) played by Gene 
Wilder and Matty Feldman 
(pronounced Gene Wilder and 
Marty Feldman), respectively. 
It's an outrageously funny par-
ody of the horror f ilrn genre. 
Prizz_i's Honor-Jack Nichol-
son is in it. Who could ask for 
mote than that? If that isn't 
enough to tempt you, it was 
directed by John Huston, and 
also starred his daughter An-
gelica and Kathleen Turner. 
Zelig-Woody Allen shows 
once again just how inventive 
and brilliant he is. The movie 
follows the adventures and 
misadventures of Leonard Zelig, 
the huma'n chameleon. We 
watch Zelig as he shows up in 
the Vatican City anq. WWII . 
Germany in a film . that must 
have had the technical directors 
pulling their hair out at the 
optical printer. It's truly an 
incredible piece of workman-






Shirley Lewis and The Movers at the Stone Church in 
Newmarket this Friday, October 2. Shirley, who has appeared 
with B.Jt King, Tim Buckley, and other notables, joined the 
Movers, a rhythm and blues dance band, earlier this year. The · 
show starts at 9 p.m. and admission is $3.00. 
So, for what it's worth, these 
are some of my favorites. I hope 
you give than ,a shot, and .I'm 
/ 
\ 





sure you . won't regret it if you 
do. If you do have any com-
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OH-11-lEN "I SUPPOSE 
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by Berke Breathed 
-I lllllN'T Rfl/5€ 
MY50NW8€ 
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11/ll I? 
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•.. -n-\Et-l YOU MUS'"f BE 
WORK\NG ON "f~E , 
MID-1£RM 6Cle.NCE 
PROJECf? ... 
Ml1 YOV Will TAK€ · 
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By Doug Marlette · 
\NELL, WH~, A~£ · 
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For your comenienr,·. Ki11ko's is_ 
open early. open !ale. and open 
. \\ eekends. 
• Fas1 Serril'l' •. l.1 >\\ Pnrl's 
• Outsianding Qu.tlity 
.kinko•s· 
_ Great copies. Great people. 
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. WHAT IF YOU DON'T GD 
INTO IHE GRAD SCHOOL 
OF YOUR CHOICE? 
Sure, theie are other schools. But why , 
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their 
scores and their chances of being admit-
ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is, 
no one has helped students score higher! 
.JKAPLM 
STANlEY H. IAPLAN EDUCAllOIW. Olffll DD. · 
N.H. LSAT dass 
starts .. 10/11. 
· Call collect 
(617) 266-TEST 
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Jumpin' Jake · 
Fu 22; i ~ A . OESPARA1t /VIAN, 
-1-tl') LAC..T ~ Joss HAVE LN:)1EO A 
TOTAL OF 2 ~EEKS. aur {VOW, Ai 
lll'\'S HA~DWARE, ttE PROMl~E':> 16 
1VRN OVER A NEW LEAF.... . 
Hl,ftlA'AM,lAN 'IES.lAN 'IOU. 
WHY DOES EVE1iY-
TMINC, ON 'IOUR.. 
. MENO ~EEM -rl> 
BE 00NE IN 1-1 
MINIATURE. . ,mm .. 
:r DON'T WANr 
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P<:ot>. ;c WAwi . 
. I . -r;o E~1] 1T. 
Ptc~LES: Pl(~lf 9~ WHAT 
ARE 'YOU, STUP\O: THIS 
· IS A GOO.DAMN HARD-
. WARE STOREf, 
• • • 
I \iELP '/Ou? Tfll ME w»ER£ 
,·:.· ::,•,· / lttc Pl<.Y-lE~ ARf' 
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by Michael F. Dowe 
6 I ANT" I cE Co8ES 
CO,..mtri'ORPt"n N6 1/J~ 
t:1 RST -rOJ 19-meNOtr'tt'/VfS 
OF t'HE CONST1rvTION . . 
I-IERF:'S ~ I "'() CRVfL 
AM> UNUSUAL PuNlnilVIENf! 
\ . . . 
. . 
by Dean Elder 
by Robert Durling 
I /'leAN, ~h, 
I 1HlN~ fD'S 
- &Rblf R-Y NE1<.T 
DqoR,11\.i, HAS 
Pl ( KL6, ffl/fAM •.. · 
-~ 
MANA&E\{ '. 
(,TI ME. THE 
/'f\ANAbER~ . 
rvow1, , . 
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Now is the time to make 
your choice. Because 
every ArtCarved college 
ring- from handsome 
· traditional to contempo-
-The QualitJ~ 
The Reivard You Dese 
\ 
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CLASS RINGS -
SEPTEMBER 28,-29,30 10:00 am ~ 4:00 pm 
AT THE UNH BOO.KSTORE-
HE WITT HALL 
1 ,, : .• ! 1 ·1- J / - ·. - ( \ 
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CLASSIFIED 
1978 Ford Grenada two door, Am /Fm 
ca~sette A/C just inspected. In good 
condition. Must sell -$800.00 or B/O. Call 
Andrea 868-3534. 
Thursday Oct. 1st "Raising Arizona"- '78 SAAB GLE 5-door w/sunroof, pwr. 
Strafford Room- 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $1 steering, am/fm cassette, immaculate 
students 'and $2 non-stueents. For more · interior! Some rust, but runs smooth $1,300 
info. Contact MUSO. · · 7 42~ 1737 Greg. 
Friday night- Oct 2nd- "Something Wild" 
in the _MUB PUB. 8 p.m. & 10 p.m. $2 
students and $3 non-students. For more 
info. contact MUSO. 
--'------''----------
1971 Plymouth Valiant. Low mileage, good 
condition, well maintained. $350. 868-5294 
after 3:30 or weekends. 
UNH Model United Nations Meeting, Wed. 
-~ Oct. 7th 7:30 pm in Rm. 325 Horton. All 
majors are welcome. 
Come join the Women's Center on Monday 
nights at 6:30" in Rm. 11 0A of the MUB! All 
women welcome. 
Drugs, Drugs, Drugs! Thursday Oct. 22nd 
Tickets on sale now!- at MUB ticket office-
GEORGIA SATELLITES withe Brandos. 
Oct. 3; 8p.m., Granite State Room. $7 
st1Jdents and $10 non~students. 
C ~~w~,111 r11 .. ~~~~~~~~:~;ggr;:~~g~ 
Thursday Oct. 1st "Raising Arizona"-
Strafford Room- 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $1 
student~ and $2 non-students. For more 
info_ contact MUSO. 
Friday night- Oct. 2nd- "Something Wild" 
•in the MUB PUB. 8 p.m. & 10 p.m. $2 
_students and $3 non-studerits. For more 
info. contact MUSO. 
Tickets on sale now!- at MUB ticket offite-
GEORGIA SATELLITES withe Brandos. 
Oct. 3, Bp.m ., Granite State Room. $7 
students and $1 0 non-students. 
For sale. 1980 Toyota Tercel. Reliable, 
reconditioned engine, little rust, 5 speed, 
stern cassette radio. Asking 850.00. Call 
868-7256 night time. 
For sale. 1981 kz 550 with 1984 6 pz engine. 
. Engine only has 600 miles on it. Runs 
perfect, has ker ker pipe and oil cooler. 
Must sell for school $800 or 8.0. Call 431-
8527. 
1981 Chevy Citation, must sell quickly. 
Excellent dependable transportation. 4 
door, front wheel drive, fold down rear seat, 
complete set of new brakes, no rust, one 
owner $1000 or 8.0. Call 868-5312 after 
5pm. 
Computer, kay pro II, includes software 
for word processing, spelling checker, 
spread sheets, data base, account_ing, and 
more. Asking $750. 868-5759. 
1981 Chevrolet Chevette, maroon and tan, 
excellent condition, asking reasonable 
price. Call 868-3050 ask for Jeff. 
1981 Chevrolet Chevette, maroon and tan, 
excellent. condition, asking reasonable 
price. Call 868-3050 ask for Jeff. 
Northwood, NH - 2 miles from UNH. One 
bedroom contemporary apartment in peace-
fu I private country setting. Wall to wall 
carpet, appliances, trash pick-up, and 
plowing. Private .deck, garage and storage. 
Easy access to lakes, x-country skiing, 
hikin§, etc. $500 per month- plus utilities. 
Call (603) 942-7705 
1 O X 1 0 box stall f\H rent-Lee-price 
negotiable 659-~007 
THE FAR SIDE 
PHYSICS TUTORS NEEDED!!! Do you find 
yourself helping other people with their 
studying? Get paid for helping by tutoring 
for Student Support Services at the TASK 
Center. Get training! Meet new people! 
Contact Carolyn Bail~y. Tutor Coordinator . 
at 862-3698. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. M/F 
Summer & Career opportunities (Will Train). 
· Excellent pay plus world travel. Hawaii, 
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW 206-
736-0775. Ext. C432. . 
UNH Model United Nations Meeting, Wed. 
Oct. 7th 7:30 pm in Rm. 325 Horton. All 
majors are welcome! 
EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT! 
TODAY! 
All The New Hampshire reporters are invited 
a ,w~ workshop, to brush up on leads, 
interviews, quotes, style points and the 
famous inverted .pyramid! Come to the 
Grafton Room in the MUB at 4:00 p.m. 
TODAY! 
Wante·d personal care attendent. $6/hr. Hey! Freshman Camp Counselors. Meeting 
No experre·ncij-necessary. Hours negot- - to vote for new co's Tuesday, Sept 29 at 
iable. Easy work.-•Gr.eat~pss. Call Dan at 7:00 p.m. Murk. 110- Call if you can't make 
692-4764. - ~~ it. 
Work study worker needed to help in all 
aspects of research of snow and ice 
samples in the new science building . 
Contact Dr. M.J. Spencer Room 343 ext. 
3145 or Mark Twickler Room 341 ext. 2463 
Homeworkers wanted! Top pay! C.I. 
12124th Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman, OK 
73069 
Work Study help needed. The .Glac·ier 
Research Group is looking for students 
to assist in all aspects of research in the 
New Science Building. No experience 
needed, good pay, f lexible hrs. Contact 
Dr. M.J. Spencer rm. 343, ph. 3145 or Mark 
Twickler rm. 341, ph. 2463 
Part--time- Full-time - Weekend work-
General laborers wanted. Good pay. Call 
new England Pavement Maintenance 1-
800-221-3334 
TUTORS NEEDED- especially for PHYS-
ICS, EE 541, MECH 1, CIE 681, MGRL. 
ACCTG. & MACRO ECON. Share your 
knowledge with another student--you get 
paid, trained, and a chanc_e to meet new 
people' Tutor for Student Support Services 
through the TASK Center. Contact Carolyn 
Bailey, Tutor Coordinator at 862-3698. 
Lost: Silver slip hook earring w/face on 
end. Disappeared sometime Fri . 9/18. 
Lotsof SENTIMENT AL VALUE. Call Cheryl 
at 431.-8326. 
By GARY LARSON 
--------------
UNH Mode( United Nations Meeting, Wed. 
Oct. 7th 7:30 pm in Rm. 325 Horton. All 
majors _are welcome. 
Hey! Freshman Camp counselors. Meeting 
to vote for new co's Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 
7:00 p.m. Murk. 11°0- Call if you can't make · 
it. 
Drugs, Drugs, D-rugs! Thursday Oct. 22nd 
7:30 p.m. Come hear Dr. Timothy Leary 
and Peter Bensinger debate the hot issue 
of "Dru@ Testing." For more info. contact 
MUSO and read the Muso page in the 
future. 
SEX! MONEY! ROCK 'N ROLL! (Just 
kidding!) It's just the opening meeting of 
the Undergraduate Economics Society, · 
on Wednesday September 30, at 4:00 p.m. 
in MCC 318. Come find out what we're 
REALLY about! 
Wanted- used mountain bike, good shape 
reasonable price. Call 7 42-0963. Lea".'e 
message if not there. 
Come with us into a peaceful world beyond 
war- Coming on Oct. 5-1 ?th. 
Expectations of dating often lead to 
miscommunication between men and 
women. This miscommunication could lead 
to acquaintance rape. 
Help make peace as old as the h_ills-
Beyondwar a new w<>.y c! thinking Oct. 5-
1 ?th on Campus. 
C" .. ,.,wrw•II 
Theta Chi Little Sisters get psyched for 
rush! Let's have a great semester. 
L.F.W. #1- here's your personal' Miss my 
partner in crime living on my floor! Re-
member "Be Proud to be Loud!" love, L.F.W. 
#2 
Laura S. We need you. We want you. We 
have you! GR$ 
What is cute and vu lgar and goes boink, 
boink ... ? that 's right it's Amy T. HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY! We love you. Will year 20 bring 
some self-control? - Hope not. your 
roomies 
What is cute and vulgar and goes boink, 
boink ... ? that's right it's Amy T. HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY' We love you. Will year 20 bring 
some- self-control? - Hope not. your 
roomi~s • · '-----, · 
Karen & Nancy,.RA ok' Flight departure 
TIME 10:22. I hope you had an enjoyable 
flight. Got any other plans? Have a nice 
day! Stevie · 
Karen & Nancy, RA ok' Flight departure 
TIME. 10:22. I hope you had an enjoyable 
flight. Got any. o_ther plans? Have a ni.ce 
day! Stevie 
11Consider yourself fortunate, · Belsky . ... As curses · 
go, that sure beats. having your descendants 
strangled in the night by a walking corpse." 
Dad, I didn't forget your anniversary. 
Thanks for all the great times. We certainly 
aren't ordinary. All my love, -Soo Bear 
Debs, I know this is a tougl'l time, just 
remember how much we love you and that 
we are all here for you! love your roomies 
MR. MUFFIN HAPPY BIRTHDAY I LOVE 
YOU MITZI 
Hey, Charlie! Is it you? The kid who used 
to sit with me in the back of the band room? 
Who used to wear a red chamois shirt with 
blue jeans and white sneakers? With 
drumsticks hanging out yo·ur back pocket? 
Who broke the button off my shirt at a cast 
party at Peachblow? You've come a long 
way since FMRHS. -Congrats! P.S. I didn't 
know you had a little brother. 
Learn astrology-Learn about new age. 
Astrology and your daily astroluck. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to Paul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New 
Smyrna Beach, Fla. 32069. 
Voice lessons: Classical to musical theatre. 
Debora, M. Music. T&n years experience, 
Dawn & Alyssa!! Thanks so much for New York and Toronto. Call 868-20~4. 
making my birthday so special!! You guys Typing of all kinds. $1.25 per double spaced 
are the greatest! Love Laurie (not h !) page. Pick up/delivery it'required_ Please 
To the couple, from the couples. We're sorry _c_al_l 7_4_2_-_26_2_9_. _______ _ 
for what we did. We didn't know you'd blow Guitar lessons-study with a G.I.T. Grad. 
your lid. So if you forgive us, we apologize, improvisational concepts, technique, ear 
cause we ·really do love you guys. training, chords, harmony and theory, all 
TO THE WOMEN RUNNING ON FOSS · styles. Call 749-4780. 
FARM RD. ON 9-17 Thank you so much 
for all your help w/my cat, Casey, when 
she was hit by the car. She's looking really 
good now & may even regain the use of 
her eye. Thanks again for tak ing the time 
& ·trouble to help her out--it's very appre-
ciated. Sincerely Adrienne & Casey 
KING MELCHIOR: You stud! You singing 
#@%¢*! What do your OLD friends (i.e. i;ire-
Gents) have to do to get your attention? 
Give us a call so we can go out and play 
sometime or else we'll bash in your face! 
We'll knock out your teeth! We'll break all 
your bones!! We love you, honey!!-M&M 
(that is, the High Priestess of Grafix and 
the Princess of the Misfit Cars) , 
it starts, it stops, it runs, it doesn't. What 
is it you ask? Well are you in the market 
for a used Mustang? Currently with neg-
ative horsepower, thus great on gas 
expenses. Aren't you supposed to send 
old horses to the glue factory? 
Elvis, Elvis, let me be! Keep your pelvis 
fire from me!!! (hee hee) 
. well i_sn't _that special! who taught you how 
to say that? · 
Rubes® 
} ~ 
BORN ffiEE ... 
j 
Bartending Course-Learn a valuable skill 
for fun and profit. Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or vocation job. Get hands on 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
withlots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. ·certificate awarded. School is 
· 1icensed and is on UNH Kari-van route. 
~isitors welcome. Evening .classes. Call 
or write for free brochure. Master Bartender 
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. Tel. 
659-3718. 
Explore Music in My Home~study voice, 
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or 
renaissance music privately or in ensem-
ble. All ages welcome. Call Persis Ensor 
in Durham at 659-2721. 
Ghost & Goblins don't come out .until 
Halloween _! But costumes and supplies 
are available now at the Little Shop of 
Horror. So come see the toga, flapper, 
fabulous Freddie Krugar and many more. 
Or bring in your own idea and let us make 
you into what you want to be. See us at 
18 ~an Veen Dr. East Lebanon ME. 
(207)457-1209. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLEN! Look forward 
to this weekend! 
Well, £~ ~,,,, 7,cx,, W ,we 
~tl ~'~ 211,l ~-
~ M ~ ,w~ ~ "lk 
,W(Y),ttl . i,.,~veU,,.,. Sc- it,~,,, 
1e~,., 1 c-4,4, 'U t-~ve le- tlM 
,w~li &e~"i f(,4,tl~d 11 tl~,,,-
f',t~1etl c,IJ,\, it,e feHtJ,IJ,\,~€ 
Me. HAPPY gfRHfDAY 
le- ~ vt1,11f-et;..,~€ ftl'i4tJ,IJ,\,. 
l ove, gilt$f1M4. 1 
By: Leigh_ Rubin 
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Sundays without football? Say it ain't so 
By Rick Kampersal 
It wasn't just a coincidence 
that a lot of work got done 
around the house Sunday or in 
students' cases, a lot of studying. 
For the first time since midway 
through the 1982 season, pro-
fessional football was not played 
on a fall afternoon. Already I 
miss it . . 
Sundays are designated 
"couch" days, a time for recov-
ering from a rough Saturday 
night and stretching out in front 
of the TV as the networks feed 
us games from all over the 
country. 
I woke up Sunday morning 
with an empty feeling in my 
stomach. I had a British Lit 
paper due Monday_ morning and 
just for th~ hell of it, I got it out · 
of the way by 5 :00. This, I 
guarantee you, would not have 
happened on any regular 
football-saturated Sunday. Now 
that I think of it, maybe it was 
· a blessing in disguise. 
People seemed to be milling 
around Main Street Sunday not 
~nowing what to do. The Red 
Sox were out of the running 
when they wenL ~o training 
camp with the sam~ team, so 
there was no baseball to watch. 
That is, unless you are a Blue 
Jays or Tigers fan, because NBC 
changed scheduling and broad-
cast their game. 
CBS, meanwhile, chose to re-
run last January's Super Bowl 
. match between the Broncos and 
Giants > Guess · they can't get 
football out of their minds, 
either: 
The. media is making a big 
deal about who is right, the 
owners or the players. The 
question should be who is most 
childish. The players would take 
that award unanimously. Op-
ening up the Friday ,paper, one 
found out that New England 
Patriot Toby Williams had 
thrown a beer bottle at the 
window of assistant coach Bobby 
Grier's car as the latter was 
transporting "scabs" to a prac-
tice site. Toby, Toby, Toby. How 
old are you? . 
-But I don't want to make this 
into a legal matter. The plain 
and simple fact is that a-Sunday 
without football is like a peanut 
butter and jelly sandwich with-
out the jelly. Boooring. 
Sure, housewives across the 
· country were ecstatic when 
NFLP A representative Gene 
Upshaw ordered his men (child-
ren?) to ·picket. Now they had 
their husbands all to themselves. 
For the first Sunday in five years, 
the beer stayed in the refriger-
ator_, the :children were kept 
busy, and the cat got to sit in 
rhe recliner. 
Where is arena football when 
you really need it? Wait, let me 
think about that. I'll never need 
that ridiculous sport. I'd 'actually 
rather watch guys in their forties 
. swinging at a little white ball. 
No, scra·tch that. I'm confused. 
The bottom line is that foot-
ball is unequalled in terms of 
excitement. Nothing quite gets 
you stirred as seeing Andre 
Tippett literally flatten a receiv-
er going out for a pass or 
watching Eric Dickerson prance 
around in the open field. 
The so-called "scabs" won't 
cut it. I realize that they are just 
fathers and husbands out there 
trying to · make a living and 
support their families, but will 
I have to watch them on my 
sacred Sundays? If the strike-
continues, the scabs will play 
the games this Sunday. 
I may tune in just to procras-
tinate a little more, but ll)y 
appetite will be only half sat-
isfied. Instead of watching·Mosi, 
Irving, Stanley, and Andre exe-
cute plays flawles·sly, I'll be 
seeing Moe, _Larry, Curly, and 
Shem p disguised in uniforms 
botching up routine handoffs. 
It is rather ar,nazing to think 
of all the people affected by the 
strike, such as vendors or park-
ing lot attendants, but someone 
who you can't feel sorry for is 
the Mafia who control the illegal 
football betting cards. Poor guys 
must be taking a beating. 
Stubbornness rules in situa-
tions like this. The players are 
too proud to budge and accept 
anything less than what they' re 
asking for and the owners won't 
give any more than they're 
willing to. Come on guys. Stop 
sucking on your thumbs and take 
the pacifiers out ·of your hands. 
Several players have been in 
the ne'ws for crossing the picket 
lines. San Francisco quarterback 
Joe Montana and Raider quar-
terback Marc Wilson were 
amo11g the notables. Though 
money was obviously an issue, 
neither belongs to the union . 
Let's see , her~. Looking 
through t~·is handy-'d'ahdy 'TV 
. Guide I see tha,t .I;S:PN _is bro~d-
_casting the N atiooal Kic_kboxing 
Championships. J'd _ rather 
watch paint dry. Oh, Channel 
56 is running the movie, "Hei-
di." Remember the story of how 
"Heidi" interrupted a crµcial 
game between the Jets and 
·Raiders in 1968? Wouldn't it 
be something if the strike ended 
and interrupted "Heidi?''. 
· We can only hope that the 
matter is resolved by this wee-
kend. Let's keep the Stooges on . 
UHF and the football players 
on the field. After all, · my idea 
of a perfect Sunday afternoon 
does not include studying Sha-
kespeare. 
;::sss :ssss:sssssssss:s ssssss:s:sss ssssssssss ssssss :s sssss.sss:s sss :sss:::x:::s:%::::sss:s:ss::::ss:::::s:s
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Take Snapshots as part of our staff 
The New Hampshire 
---MEN'S TENNIS ---
. (continued from page 27) 
Briiln Baker and Paul Ratcliffe. 
In fact, these guys did so well 
that they nearly boosted UNH 
to a seventh-place ranking by 
themselves. _ 
Their match lasted three sets 
and the final set was forced into 
a tie-breaker with the Wildcat 
teain losing by the minimum 
score. "They came one point 
away -from giving us a number 
_seven ranking," said Berton. 
fTm really proud of them." 
The singles player·s did not 
fare as well, however, as Coss 
and Porter lost the opening 
round matches. Coss went on 
to win two consolation matches 
before losing the third. If either 
of the singles players had done 
better the rank of the UNH 
team would have risen. 
There was one more entrant 
for'UNH in the ECAC's and it 
was a doubles team com posed 
of Dennis Pope anq Brian Brady. 
Unfortunately, they faced a 
tough team in the first round 
and lost. 
Overall, consi,dering the 
youth of the team, it was a good 
showing. Knowing that you 
were only one point away from 
being seventh-ranked provides 
confidence for next year. 
Last night, Tufts came to 
Durham and left UNH in sham-
bles. Tufts took the match, 8-
0, in relative ease. Performing 
well for the team were Glen 
Wheldon andJim Bagley in 
second doubles (losing 4-6, 6-
3, 4-6) and Mark Palmer and 
Brian Burke (losing 3-6, 6-3, and 
3-6). · 
In the match; however, sev-
eral of the regulars sat out due 
to their participation in the 
ECAC's. UNH's record is now 
1-4. 
----FACEY----
(continued from page 26) 
Facey plays down the opinion 
of some who say he is· a profes-
s ion al prospect. "I thought 
about it during training camp 
this year just to get camp off 
my mind," he said. "It's not 
really a big possibility that the 
pros will be knocking at my 
door, though. When my college 
career is over and I can take a 
look at what I've done and I have 
an opportunity, maybe I'll give 
it a shot." . 
Regardless of whether he 
goes pro, Facey's tenure at UNH 
has been a rewarding one for 
both the team and himself. He 
had hopes of playing · soccer in 
college, bu_t concentrated on 
football when he wasn't recru-
i_ted. Both parties agree that was . 
a wise decision. 
"We knew about him out of 
high school," Bowes said. "We 
knew he had good potential. Eric 
Facey is a winner." 
"I couldn't be happier," Facey 
said about his career. "I took 
a chance and made the best of 
it. It's been pretty rosy for me. 
I haven't had the problems that 
some people have had. There's 
a lot of fond memories." 
------SOCCERMEN------
against the ever-dangerous Plr 
mouth State team. · 
"We play some very tough 
teams in our next five games," 
declared coach Garber. "P.S.C. 
<cominued from page 28) 
tomorrow then· Maine who we well." 
haven't beaten in seven years. UNH's next home game will 
'The other games include Bab- be October 10th against V~r-
son, UVM, and Dartmouth. The mont. 
first three are on the road as · 




A Camgus Problem 
Tuesday, October 6, 1987 
7p.m . . 
Strafford Room 
Memorial Union 
University of New Hampshire 
Bernice A. Sandler 1s the Director for the Project on the Status and.Education 
of Women. Association ol American Colleges and co-author ol '"Friends·· 
Raping Frie/Ids. Could n HIJPP'HI To You? and Ca_mpus Gang Rape: 
Party Games?. 
Free Admission· 
Program funding made possible by the President's Office. 




Department of Social Work 
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---------....a----------FOOTBALL-------
· Wildcat Chris Braune, ~hown here scoring one of his two TD's 
Saturday, had himself quite a day catching 9 passes for 124 
yards. For the second year in a row, Braune caused fits for 
the Green. (CraiK Parker photo) 
really good about myself," said 
Ryan. "Last year the problem 
I had kept me out for five weeks 
and then when I came back, I 
shattered my clavicle." 
Ryan should gel well with 
Jean. Over the summer, the two 
got together on their own doing 
_and practiced. "We worked 
pretty hard," said Ryan. "We 
had a few guys come and play 
with us and Bobby and I worked 
religiously on passing plays. I 
think it has helped out alot." 
With Olds out of the game, 
Teevens apparently decided to 
key on the UNH running game, 
giving up some pass defense. 
"They came after us quite a bit 
on the blitz," said Bowes. "Them 
doing so made them vulnerable 
_to the big play. They took 
something away and gave up 
something." 
It was a move which didn't 
completely surprise Bowes. 
''.Teevens did the same thing 
against us when he coached at 
Maine," he said. "His trademark 
is the stacked defense and he 
brought it with him." 
T eevens also confused some 
people with his use of his 
quarterbacks. Chris Rorke start-
ed the Princeton game the week 
before but didn't impress the 
coaches. On Saturday, Teevens 
started Tom Shakeshaft (All-
New England name team) and 
later inserted a left-hander on 
the G~een' s baseball team, Mark 
Johnson. 
<continued from page 28). 
"Nobody seems to want the 
job .bad enough," sighed Teev-
ens. "No one has come out and 
taken charge. I guess that is the 
· quarterback coach's fault and 
that's .ine." 
An interesting sidelight to 
Saturday's game was the fact 
. that Bill Farrell played on both 
offense a.nd defense, Gordie 
Lockbaum style. With Olds out, 
the_ coaches felt they needed 
Farrell's _ball-catching ability 
on offense as well as his pres-
ence i.n the defensive secondary. 
"Fa.rrell played a great game," 
said Bowes. "Be played most 
of the· game and he had to be 
tired. He's just a football-smart 
kid." Bowes said that if Olds was' 
available for this weekend's tilt 
with Delaware, he would not 
use Farrell on offense. 
The defense played superbly, 
as the· three points attests. 
Junior cornerback Tim Byrne 
came up with his first two career 
interceptions whi,le Garry Jor-
dan and Basil Jarostchuk each 
picked off passes. Scott Curtis 
was in on ten tackles. 
WILDCATNOtES:Jean was 
named co-Yankee Conference 
offensive player of the week 
with Jim Fox of Maine ... CB Tim 
Byrne earned honorable men.: 
tion ... Kicker Eric Facey con-
tinued to pile up the records as 
he kicked his 31st extra point 
in the first quarter. He also hit 
field goals of 44 yards and 29 
yards ... Several players caught 
their first passes-in their careers. · 
Dave Maruszak caught three 
passes good for 35 yards while 
Bob Vandewater caught one 
pass for four yards .. .lnterest-
ingly, Rob Spittel, a workhorse ·-
last year, caught his first two 
passes of the . season ... Bowes is 
optimistic that tailback Todd . 
Urbanik (knee injury) will be 
back for the Delaware game. 
"Right now, I'm hoping we'll 
have three tailbacks (Ryan, 
Ford, Urbanik) to choose from," 
said Bowes ... Dartmouth's deep 
threat, Craig Morton never quite 
got untracked. "We just couldn't 
get the ball to him," said Teev-
ens. "UNH did a heckuva job 
on him." ... The game marked the 
end of the popular intra-stare ·· 
rivalry and both coaches seemed 
frazzled about it. "I hate to see 
it happen," said Bowes. "There 
is so much in-state interest in 
the game. I know the alumni and 
the fans would rather see us play 
them than William and Mary 
(next year's opponent)." ... Teev-
·••. ens echoed the same sentiments, 
{~ding, 'Td like to see us try 
a\? raise our level of compe-
titl\eness. You know you're in 
for '\. ,$ame w~en you pla~ 
UNffi ... The wfn was Bowes . 
~ 50th inr the friendly. confines of 
Cowell and he now o.eeds just 
three more wins to reach the 
100 mark.::UNH hosts Dela-
ware this Saturday as the Blue 
Hens look for revenge from last 
year's Wildcat OT win. - · 
~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥* . . 
·* YANKEECONFERENCE *Facey 
~ STANDINGS ~ 
miking · hiS kicks count 
~ . ~ By Paul Sweeney 
,,,..- ,,,..- Six seconds were remaining * ( ove_rall in parenth~sis) ~ in the game and the ball laid 31 * ,,,..- yards from the end zone. The 
·. W L )t . UNH football team had posses-. * · )t · sion, but trailed a heavily fa-
~ Maine (4:..Q) 3 Q ~ vored Delaware squad 21-18. 
· ,,,..- ' · "'"' The 'Cats only pra¥er for keep-* Richmond (3-1) 3 0 )t ing a possible big upset in reach 
)t New Hampshire (2-1) 1 1 ""-: was for junior place kicker Eric 
~ "'"' Facey to kick a· field goal and 
"'"'Rhode Island (l-3) 1 1 )t send' the game into overtime. 
ltConnecticut (1-2) Q Q ~ Attempting what coach Bill 
~ "'"' Bo w es called ''the mo st 
l:Boston University (1-2) O 2 )t pressure-packed kick in t he 
"'"' I ( 2) )t history of UNH football," Facey *De aware 1- . 0 2 converted the 41-yard field goal 
·~Ma/ssachusetts (0-3.) . . 0 2. 1 sending UNH into overtime of 
"'"' ,,,.- a game they eventually won . . 
)t:w );fl. );fl );fl w );fl w w );fl w );fl );fl );fl );fl w );fl w );fl 'M' That was last year and for 
-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r.-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r F <!,Cey, now in his senior season, 
it highlights a collegiate career 
.'Cats w·1·n ,· los· e 'on·e whichhasfeaturedsome of the most clutch and cons.istent . 
kicking UNH has ever seen. 
By Jason Doris 
The women's tennis team 
destroyed UMass here Friday 
without relinquishing a single 
set. The much-enjoyed win 
brought the women's record up 
to 2-1. . · 
"It was a good match and fun 
to have, but anyone who's not 
used to the wind ovt. here just 
isn't going to do .well," said 
coach Russ McCurdy. 
The Wildcats' number-one 
seed, junior Deb Rinaldi, started 
things off with an impressive 
6-2, 6-2 win, leading the way 
for her teammates who would 
late~ follow suit. Senior Jen 
Radden followed, acing her 
opponent 6-3, 6-0 with ease. Liz 
Lerner, the sophomore with the 
best singles record last year, 
· ruined her counterpart with a 
· me,rciless. 6-0, 6-0 beating. 
Another sophomore, Stacey , 
Murgo, at least let her opporient 
breathe as she won 6"3, 6-4. Jen 
Brenizer finished off this perfect 
sextet beating the UMass sixth 
seed, 6-3, 6-0. 
As if all this wasn't enough, 
the Wildcat players continued 
to romp as they swept the 
doubles matches. In the first 
position, Sandy Richter and 
Kathy Greland defeated UMass' 
first doubles team in the closest 
match of the day, 7-5, 6-f. 
Radden and Lerner added a 
second win to their tally as they 
trounced their opponents 6-0, 
6-2. The icing on the cake 
combination of Deb Rothstein 
and Amy Brodsky defeated the · 
UMass team in the final match, 
6-0, 6-4. 
Coach McCurdy would prob-
ably like to have this home wind 
advantage every match, but it 
di~n't last. 
Yesterday, a solid Tufts ·team 
turned the tables on the 'Cats, 
dishing out a 8-1 defeat . The 
doubles team of Laura Hebert 
and Beth Wincup performed 
-admirably. 
"He means a great deal to our 
team," Bowes said. "Over the 
years , if you look at the close 
games we've won, you can point 
your finger to Eric Facey for 
· having a big hand in winning 
them." ' 
Fa<oey came to UNH at the 
right time as the team needed 
a kicker to replace the graduated 
Rusty Foster. Since getting the 
starting job as a freshman after 
being red-shirted for a year with 
a knee injury, Facey and his foot 
have provided a facelift for the 
UNH r~cord book. He owns or 
shares six Wildcat place kicking 
records and .is on a pace to reach 
three more this season. , 
Facey's consistency is most 
remarkable. When he booted 
the extra point follo .wing 
UNH'.s first touchdown against 
Dartmouth on Saturday, it was 
his 31st in a row. That pushed 
him past Art Illman (1977-78) 
to the top of the UNH all-time 
list. He added four more during 
the game, making his record 3 5 
, ·, 
and counting. w~rks hard on hi; ki~king at 
Facey's career has also pro- practice to get his leg going. But 
duced Wildcat records for most · as Bowes said, the fact that he 
consecutive field goals (7), most is a natural athlete gives Facey 
field goals in a season (12) and an advantage as a kicker. 
career (28, plus the rest of this "A lot of kickers are guys that 
season). In 1986, he connected hqve just worked hard and are 
an 80 percent of his field goal dedicated," Bowes said. "They 
attempts (12 of 15 ), another have kicking down to a science. 
UNH mark. He also kicked Eric can rely on good athletic 
three in one game ·against ability also." · 
Northeastern that year which Facey's ability adds several 
ties h im with four other Wildcat other as peers to the UNH 
kickers for that record. kicking game. He isn't afra'id 
A first team Yankee Confer- to make a tackle after a kickoff; 
ence player in 1986 and a . · and even got mad at himself for 
second-teamer last season, Facey missing one against Dartmouth. 
has kicked 28 of 38 field goals .. Also, if a field goal snap is 
and 78 of 83 extra points so far botched up, he is capable of 
through his career. H e is on doing something with the ball. 
target to break UNH all-time "It helps to be an athlete on 
a~curacy marks in .both catego- the field," Facey said. "It's good 
nes. for the competitiveness and if 
Already this season, Facey has it does come down to it, the team 
provided his token clutch and can have confidence in me 
consistent kicking. In the triple- making a tackle or running the 
overtime BU game, he booted ball." · 
a 33-yarder in the second over- ·The · only visible flaw in 
time to keep UNH alive in ·. · Facey's game is with kickoffs. 
another game they went on to According to Bowes, when the 
win . Kicks such as this have · tee placement for kickoffs was 
come to be expected from Facey. moved back five yards to the 35, 
"He's got great temprament it caused Facey to press with his 
for a kicker," Bowes said. "He kicks and it messed up his form. 
doesn ' t get rattled. Time and As a result, a .smaller percentage 
time again he gets the job done of his kickoffs are reaching the 
under pressure." end zone. 
Facey finds it fun to get a "Eric could do a better job 
chance to attempt field goals kicking off and he'd tell you he 
that can make a difference in isn't satisfied," Bowes said. 
a football game. "Those are the "I've kicked off t_erribly in the 
moments you hope for," the first three games," Facey said. 
kicker said. "After kicking all The Wildcat game plan is to kick 
the routine field goals and ex~ra the ball into the right corner 
points, you want to make a big and Facey hasn't adjusted to that 
kick." as well as he wishes he could. 
Be manages to stay free from "My philosophy has always 
nerves in those situations by ·been to kick the ball as hard as 
talking to himself. "It helps my I can," he said. "I have to tone 
concentration and aggression;," that down because I haven't 
he said, "and that's what you been kicking it the way I.should. 
need for an important kick. You I h~ve to dis~ipline myself." 
can't be nervous." 
Three days a week, Facey - FACEY, page 25 
/ 
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Lady 'Cats tie one, lose to Lock Haven · 
By John Kelley 
Many will remember the 
dates September 26 and 27 as 
the weekend of "Oktoberfest" 
but the UNH field hockey ream 
will remember these days as 
ones in which they_played their 
best and worst games of rhe 
season in a 24-hour span. The 
UNH record fell to a somewhat 
disappointing 3-2-1. , 
In a busy weekend, the UNH 
field hockey team tied third-
ranked Penn State 1-1 in double 
overtime. But the next day, the 
'Cats were shut out 1 ~O by Lock 
Haven ( a state school in Penns-
lyvania ). 
Despite a 1.17 goals against 
average for the team, the Wild-
cats have still managed to lose 
two games this season: both 1-
0. 
"We (defense) were rested 
on both days," senior goaltender 
Michelle Flannell said. "That 
was the first rime we have really 
been pressured." 
For the Wildcats, the Penn 
State game was an exceptional 
one. Neither team ever gained 
control as most of the contest 
' was battled our in the midfield . . , 
The 'Cats djd open the scoring -
with 8:58 remaining in the first 
half. Senior Lori Mercier was 
able to control the ball in front 
·of the net, and she stuck it by 
the Nittany Lion netminder. 
UNH held the lead until 
midway through the second half 
when the Penn State right }Ving 
fired a shot from near the 
endline. The ball deflected off 
Flannell in front of the net and 
the Nittany Lions were able to 
tie the score. 
Regulation time ended with 
the score 1-1, and it stayed that 
way through two overtime pe-
. riods. The Wildcats did dom-
inate the play in both extra 
sessions but were unable to 
$COre. Their best opportunity , 
came late in the second overtime 
when' Shelly Robinson fired a 
shot off a corner opportunity 
and it deflected off a defender's 
leg. 
"We de-fintiely had some 
opportunities in the overtime," 
senior Kare Dumphy said. "Bur 
_ we played well.and it was a total 
team effort." 
The Wildcats should have 
been satisfied with that game . 
and left town immediately, 
because the next game was a 
disaster. ·· 
"We just played terrible," 
Dumphy said. "There is no 
excuse. "We can play better and 
we should have." 
Everything went badly for 
UNH in this contest. Just five 
minutes into the game Mercier 
• was struck in the head with a 
stick. She was removed from the 
game as she suffered a slight 
concussion, .but will be back for 
the 'Cats' next game. 
"She was a tough player to 
fose, because her style sparks 
the others," said Dumphy. 
Controversy entered into play 
-when Kim Zifcak was called for 
a., yellow card for pushing late 
in the first half. As a reswt the 
Wildcats had to pl?y shor- . 
thanded for te'n minutes. Lock 
Haven scored the only goal of 
. the game during this period. 
· Apparently what happenend 
was Zifcak lost her balance and 
\.• 
UNII wrestling coach Jimmy 'the Brain' Urquhart 
poses with the Anvil and the Terminator, who are 
The field hockey team played their -hearts out against the N ittany Lions, settling for a tie. 
The next day, however, saw a bad performance as they dropped one to Lock Haven, 1-0. The 
'Cats, previously ranked 16th, could find themselves lower this week. (file photo) 
accidentally ran into the girl as Basically the Wildcats lost 
she was falling. The referee this game because of a mental 
1 thought it was a push . and letdown and this is an area that 
penalized the 'Cats. needs work. "We have to be 
"I did not push the girl," mentally stronger, and we need 
Zifcak said. "He (referee) must to take the initiative, instead 
have seen ·something different." of waiting for the other ream 
UNH could never overcome to come at us," Dumphy said . . 
this incident as they allowed NOTES: If will be interesting 
Lock Haven to contol most of to see where UNH falls in the 
the action. Flannell had thirteen · rankings after this past wee-
saves to five for the Haven . kend's results. The 'Cats were 
goaltender. Also Lock Haven · ranked sixteenth but the loss 
had 14 corner opportunities to to Lock Haven might drnp 
four for the Wildcats. them ... Goaltender Michele Flan-
nell is having a fantastic season · 
as her goals against average per 
game is .94. Also she has Saved 
54 out of 59 shots (.915) this 
season ... There should be some 
concern about the' offense be-
cause UNH has only .scored; 
fourteen goals this season (2.23 · 
per game),.seven of those com-
ing against Holy Cross .. . The 
next game for the Wildcats is 
at home on O~tober 4 agafo.st 
second-ranked W_est _Chester. 
No luck for Anderson's crew 
By' Ed Flaherty 
Head coach Marge Anderson 
said it best. 
'This is the unluckiest team 
I have ever been associated with. 
We have not had a single bre~k 
in~the last two games." ' 
Following last Wednesday's 
tough 1-0 loss to Harvard, the 
UNH women's soccer team.was 
defeated by the University of 
Rhode Island -by another 1-0 
margin on Saturday afternoon. 
Once again, UNH dominated 
a game, only to come up short 
on the scoreboard. The 'Cats 
controlled the ball for three-
quarters of the first half, as URI 
scrambled trying to keep up. 
. "They dropped into a defen..: -
sive tunnel," And~rson said 
about URI' s method of fryiµg 
to halt the UNH pressure. The 
Rams pulled their midf ielders 
back into their defensive end 
to counteract the Wildcat of-
fensive threats. 
Despite this pr<:ssure, it was . 
URI who got ori the board at 
26:32 of the first half. UNH 
sweeper Debbie Maida stepped 
up .to play the ball at midfield, 
but no one filled in to support 
her. URl's Becky Hazd con-
trolled the ball and began a 
breakaway down the right side 
of the field. 
' As UNH goalieJaneneTilden 
and another defender came out 
to meet Hazel, she. hit, what 
appeared to be a mis-kick and 
the ball broke out between th~ · 
three players, spun all the way 
across the mouth of the goal and 
barely ._went in. 
"That was the longest minute 
watching the ball," Anderson• 
said. 
UNH had several scoring 
chances, but URI goalie Melissa 
MacCaull combined skill with 
luck to kee·p .the Wildcats off 
the scoreboard . . 
MacC,mll had a diving save, 
and watched as the Wildcats 
missed the far corner of the goal 
by inches and put shots over the 
net. 
_ "We had· opportunity after · 
opportunity to score," Anderson 
said. Her Wildcats outshot URI 
10-3 in the first half. The second 
half was mor~ evenly played, 
but UNH still outshot the Rams 
8-4, giving the 'Cats an 18-7 shot 
advantage for the game. Still, 
they were shut out. 
Anderson said tfrat she 
;,strongly feels like we outplayed 
them," but the breaks just 
weren't there. Despite-the tough 
losses, the players are still 
confid~nt and optimistic about 
the season. 
"The team is playing great," 
junior back. Emily Stoddard said. 
"If we just play like we did in 
the first half against URI, and 
the second half against Harvard, 
we'll kill BC on Tuesday." 
"We haven't lost faith in / 
ourselves," Anderson said, "and 
we hope to keep the supp9rt of 
the students." · 
The Wildcats play the BC 
Eagles here, at 3:·00 this after-
.noon. 
t----------------------------;.:---~----:-. --------
'getting ready to mush some head ait Mu~stle- Tennis men come in eleventh 
mania. The toumame~t is slated for this (oming 
Saturday night at 7:00 inside· iundholm Gymna-
sium. If you want to get dirty and test your 
mudwrestlmg abUities,-call Urquhart at· 862-3899. 
You can win $25 in the process. Competition is 
determined by weight divisions. Men and women 
welcomed (though you can't wrestle each other!). 
By Jason Doris 
The UNH men's tennis ream 
had quite a busy weekend, 
playing Vermont on Friday and 
travelling to the ECAC's Sat-
urday and Sunday. On Monday 
_afternoon, they hosted Tufts. 
Ther.e was not much to be 
happy about in Burlington. The 
Wildcats lost their fourth match 
of the year and rh.eir record 
stumbled to l-3. 
"They are a much better team 
but I feel that if we were playing 
outdoors, we would have done 
. much better,"· said coach Paul 
Berton. , 
Berton was referring to a 
schedule mix-up where UVM's 
men and women had to use the 
courts ~at the same time so.the 
men had to play inside. Th-is 
puts outdoor t~ams like th-e 
Wildcats at a disadvantage. 
Brian Brady and Dennis Pope 
took UNH' s only point of the 
day in a dismal 8-1 loss, winning 
their doubles match. The top 
siix players lost' without any of 
them stealing a set from the 
talented Catamounts. 
· The number .one doubles 
team of Tim Porter and Greg 
Coss also lost as did Brian Baker 
and Paul Ratcliffe at the. third 
doubles po'si:tion. The 'Cats .had 
· to forget about the loss and head 
to -the ECAC's, in Albany, NY 
the next day. . . 
There were 23 teams who 
sent two singles players a:nd two 
doubles reams to coin pete in the 
best-of-three set matches. The 
'Cats managed to place eleventh 
this year as opposed to their · 
. ninth-place showing of a year 
ago. :-, 
.,. The ranking was due mostly 
to the doubles combination of 
~EN'S TENNIS, page ~5 
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Wildcats dominate in rivalry's last game 
Wildcadullback Matt Banbury (41) readies himself for a1 block while,Eric Facey (background, 
#1) boots one of his two field goals -during UNH's 41-3 thumping of the Green Saturday. 
Kollen resting at home 
University of New Hampshire head hockey coach Bob Kullen 
was released last Wednesday from Pittsburgh's. Presbyterian 
University Hospital, where he received a heart transplant on 
August 29. 
Kullen is 1n Durham resting. Though doctors gave him the 
OK to start coaching in February, he __ decided to t3:ke the entire 
year off and let Charlie Holt and Dave O'Conner handle the · 
coming season's coaching duties. 
- Soccermen shut out Hawks 
By Scott Bemiss 
The magical season of the 
UNH Wildcat soccer team 
rolled on this Sunday in Con-
necticut as · they handed the 
· U niversi_ty of: Hartford a 2-·0 
defeat. The Wildcats, ranked 
5th in New England as of last 
week, upped their undefeated 
record to 5-0-1. 
"We started off slowly," said 
sophomore midfielder Scott 
Brennan, who registered a goal 
and ah assist. "We really picked 
things up in the second half." 
Slow as UNH's tempo was, 
it was they who put the first 
point on the board. At 26:31, 
sophomore midfielder Bill Bjork 
stole the ball on the left wing, 
and fired a strike to Brennan 
who knocked it in. 
"Hartford has a very wide 
field and they used it to their 
advantage in the first half," said 
Brennan. "We discussed this at 
halftime and tried to controi' 
their wide-open offense," said 
Brennan. 
And that they di9. Senior tri-
ca ptain Bruce Pratt capped off 
the win with a corner kick from 
Brennan with 1 :06 left in the 
game. 
"Sunday's game was tough 
because it was hot and we were 
missing (senior tri-captain 
Doug) Stang and (sophomore 
forward Mark) Goodman," said 
coach Ted Garber. "But we came 
through in the clutch once 
again." · 
Anyone who has followed this 
"Impossible Dream" .team so 
far this season has noticed how 
dispersed the scoring has been. 
"When a team relies heavily 
on -one player, the opponent can 
effectively mark him up on 
defense," said Garber. "We have 
(junior midfielder Shawn) Day, 
(senior forward Jeff) Bergholtz, 
and Bjork and some others who 
have the potential to score on 
a regular basis." · 
"Hartford's a good team, and 
Sunday's game being away just 
added to the factors we had to 
face. We played with a lot of 
· heart and soul. The hardest 
thing to do in any sport is to win, 
and we've been pretty effective 
in tnat respect this season," he 
continued. . 
Brennan agreed. "We spread 
our wings out and did more 
running in this game. Players 
like (junior forward Joe) Alma-
sian and Bjork can run all day. 
This style also confu0ed the 
Hartford defense," he said. 
"Two players that really stood · 
out were Bergholtz and Day," 
said Brennan. 'Jeff controls the 
offense basically because he wins 
every head baU and keeps the 
pressure on their fullbacks. 
Shawn controlled the defense 
without Stang because he's such 
a smart player." 
"At the start of last year, we 
would have been happy to go 
. 500. We didn't say that this 
season. We have to play one 
game at a time and we can't look 
past teams. ,If we looked to the 
Plymouth State game on Sun-
day, Hartford could have easily . 
beaten us." · 
Once ~gain, freshman goalie 
Eric Stinson was a brick wall 
in the net, recording his second 
shutout and making four saves. 
Hartford's Eric W allert allowed 
two goals and made two stops'. 
Stinson now has a . 79 goals 
against ... average. 
Not only are the Wildcats 
playing well, but they're also 
close to breaking some long-
standing records. UNH needs 
five more wins to break the 10-
w in _record set in 1979 (10-5-
2). The record for most goals 
in a season is 25 and the Wild-
cats have 15 to date. 
Stinson has a shot at the 
shutout record set by Gordie 
By Rick Kampersal 
Midway through the third 
quarter of UNH's 41-3 mass·acre 
against Dartmouth, a Jack 
Kemp for President campaign · 
balloon. wandered innocently 
onto the Cowell Stadium turf. 
A member of the Big Green's 
· offensjve line attempted to 
spike the balloon, but it kept 
blowing away from him. 
This scene illustrated the kind 
of afternoon first-year coach 
Buddy Teevens and his team 
had. "I was very disappointed 
with the way that we played 
today," said Teevens, a former 
star quarterback for Dartmouth. 
touchdown on the first drive of 
the game. At 11: 14, Jean looked 
into the end zone and saw a 
wide-open Chris Braune for the 
quick seven. Braune could have 
had a cup of coffee while waiting 
for the. ball to arrive. 
Dartmouth scored their only 
points on the next possession 
as kicker Carl Romero booted 
a 44-yard field goal at 6:44. 
From here, it was all UNH 
as they prnceeded to score 34 
straight points with relative 
ease. 
With wide receiver Curtis 
Olds out for the game (bruised 
kidney),Jean was forced to find 
Inside: Eric Facey 
"We just didn't have any semb-
lance of consistency." 
The game went like a broken 
record for the Green. First 
down, second down, tnird down, 
punt, first down, second down, 
third down, puntr while the 
Wildcats had the liberty of 
inserting second and third-
stringers for the majority of the 
fourth quarter . . 
UNH quarterback Bobby Jean 
had a field day, throwing for 302 
yards while completing 19 of. 
26 passes. The numbers could 
have been higher, but Coach Bill 
Bowes elected to put backup 
Mark Carr in the game at the 
beginning of the fourth quarter. 
"The big difference with 
Bobby so far has been , his 
willingness to take the short 
stuff," said Bowes, referring to 
the glut of screen passes Jean 
completed. "He is settling for 
what he can get and because of 
it, he's improving every week." 
The 'Cats scored the winning 
a new favorite target. Braune 
proved to be a worthy candidate. 
The fleet-footed sophomore 
took center stage Saturday as 
he·gathered in nine passes for . 
a total of 124 yards and scored 
two touchdowns. 
The tailback -situati_on for 
UNH has taken a new route. 
Norm Ford, the starter, played 
despite having a very sore 
hamstring and not practicing 
all week. Ford rushed 18 times 
for 73 yards in a noble-effort. 
"The injury wouldn't let me cut 
the way I usually do," said Ford. 
"I didn't have the fluid speed, 
but I'd say I was about 90%. I 
should be ready for this wee-
kend.~'"' 
Junior tailback Mike Ryan 
assumed the backup role and ran 
confidently. Ryan didn't play 
last year due to a complicated 
internal injury but is savoring 
the playing time now. "I feel 
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The men's soccer team is on a pace to establish several UNH 
records. Ted Garber's squad defeated a tough Hartford,t'eam· 
Sunday as ·scott Brennan and Bill Bjork each scored. (file photo) 
Tuttle (1976-79) , with four. 
Coach Garb.t:r needs only five 
wins to have 100 career victo-
ries. 
"The records are nice," said 
Brennan. "But o_ul'. maiff goal 
is to keep playing up to ·our 
potential." 
Brennan has figured a point. 
in every game this season except 
Boston College when Bergholtz 
scored unassisted. 
The Wildcats travel to Ply-
mouth tomorrow for a game 
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